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ABSTRACT
L' workshop in social conflitit,asd negotiative problem
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cf the NortheestReg onal-Education Labotatory.
Participants-teachers, administrators, and'other school
personnelwere provided with multiple opportunities to be involved

A in learning about conflict/44 personal, interpersonal, and
organizetiOnal levels. The five-day workshop included role pl4a7ag
activities and a simulatioe of a negotiatiou sitsion. Various
training sessions are described, as roll as the participants'
reactions to these activities. The organisation of the workshop, and
egairisenti for conducting the program are briefly 'discussed. The .

gmestionuaires distributed to workshop participants, and a review of
the literature on conflict and conflidt resolution are also included.
(IOC)
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PRJFACE

This report covers a sequ'eoce of work beginning with the conclusion

of design trials ('hose function is to elucidate and define, from the

range of possibilities, the structure and scope of materials and acrivi-\
21

,ties which are most likelyero produce a useful; engaging and workable

teacting-learning situation for the anticipated mix of gainers and

participants who will in the future interact with each other *round those

materials), and ending with workable, if not yet perfected, trainer and

participant manuals and a hest guess's, besot) on observed situations,, of

the likely outcomes and cc.,ts of using the materials within a rang* of

participant and trainer qualifications.

From the perspective of deVelopment, the central utility of evalua-

tion work during this pario4 is in the, continuous cruosfthecking of the

wrftten materials --instructions,' sequence of activities difections to

,

trainers, etc.--agaInst the observed behavior of participants and inter-

pretations of that behavior in terms of the teachin0earning theo

implicit onftexplici in the structure and scope being4nnstructed. From

the perspective of'consumers ane %funders, the central utility of evalua-

tion is in providing information= concerning the Ircation of the purpose

and content of the training effort in the domain of "things we want done"

and the probable range of outcomes to be expected when the materials are

uAed. From the perspective of disseminators, the central utility of

evaluation work during this period is tSe provision of information con-

cerning what it is likely to take to assure the use 'of the mat. tale near

the top rather than the bottom of the probable range of outcomes.

At this stage, the latter two functions remain at the beet guess

level, to be refined 0 such further testing as may someday be funded. These

vii
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best guesses represent nt.enticndl by-products of the continued focus on

relationships between. the developers' purposes and expectations LID selecting

direc-tions, sequences, activities. etc,, and the actual responses of

participants to what has been chosen.

This report will. the.-efore, summarize and describe this by-product

information and its sources. Specifically, we will deal with:

1. A descriptive account oi the responses of.partici-
pants during tne workshop in terms of the underlying
learning theory and inferences about outcome

An account of what we have learned about conditions
and requirements for holding the workshop

Correlary information, from the Literature and
participants, about where this workshop fits in
the scheme of things needing'doing

David Cieen, Research Assistant to the development team, conducted
.r-

t he literature search.and wrote the document which has become Chapter 1

of this report.

Gary Milczarek, Research and Development Specialist,, and member of

the project team, is responsible for the document on installation which

has neome Chapter 4 of this report.
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CHAPTER)

LITERATI RE REVIEW, by David Green

"...the existing diversity of eopirical and theoreti-
cal approaches to the study/ of social conflict ties
produced a state of conceptual spd terminological
confusion,' which impedes both c risons between
distinct classes of conflict p and the
Process of neoretical intsgraton."

- Pint (1968), p. 416

The above *catmint by Fink, used in his 1968 exploration of the

conceptual morass in social conflict theory. contiabes toklyttote much

of the more recent literature. Theoreqial surveys, drawing on the fields

of sociology, psychology, social psychOlogy, anthiopology and political'

science with minimal effort at ihtegretion, are rampn-t. Equallvapperent

are the more narrowly delineated works c-Lpil.fet away at the four corners

of the theoretical world. It is thud somewhat surprising to find that

the range of strategies for coping with and managing social conflict

situations is not nearly so *xte s as the scope of the theoretical

base tram which they are derived.
. .

i.

tyre aim of this paper is to lescribe.the conflict coping s rategies

1iidentified in the literature, giving special atteatibn to the tuational

. variables which determine the context for each strategy. The discussion

of strategies will include a comparative presentation of the three

approaches LQ conflict used in the Social Conflic; Negot4ative Problem

n-Y1.4 training system.
1

A descrivion of the literature search, includ-

ing a quantitative analysis, is presented followed by a concluding section

1

A structured, experience-based training' program under devellpment by
the Improving Teaching Competewies Program of the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory.

I
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which will discuils the nature and avallab / of tfainrog IA conflict

management and resolution:

Contextual Variables to Social Cunt

"...social conflict invcilves two or more human parties
in an interdependent relationship faced with a choice
involving incompatible or mutually exclusive alterna-
tives where the differences regarding each parties'
commi&int to one alternative or the other,are based
upon incompatible self- interests or values."

The above definition of social

their Ve2:7t-icrt.-::ve

sentative 'If the Wire', definition

contains several variables that

conflict, used Croth and Lohmar in

?rob Solving workshop, is repre-

found In the current Literature. It'

f not universally accepted as requisite

t

maconflictisituation are at least -recognized as major factors. Before

moving into the dIscussion of conflict toping strategies, it would be well

to identify these variables and explore their significance in the selection

of appropriate strategies.

Levels of Conflict. There are variously identified three to six

levels of human interaction on which conflict can occur: The first and

most intimate level is the intrelersonal, also'often referred to as

intrapsychic. Conflict at this-level is confined within the individual.

For instance, conflict between what the individual perceives as reality

--"what.is"--and -what sttelhe values--"what should be,"

A second level is the interpersonal involving tun) or more persons in

conflict. This level differs from the third. intergroup level, in that a

person in conflict at.this level' believes she/ee is acting on personally

held values, interests. needs rather than as a member of a group .which

she/he consciously recognizes as representing in the conflict sltuation.

The source of conflict between individuals may be as diverse as a difference

in social values to a struggle for paver in a group. Deutsch's (1969)



I

intragroup level of clmlf the xame dynamics as iLe intrper

tonal though it provId an environmenta distinctiG.1.

At the third ivei, ntedIgroup. the disrinctins in terminologY
1

becceP quite hazy and levels 4,gtn overlap Litera4ly viewed, ths

level involves conflicts betweem,groups-of ind.vtduals. In this diacueolon

of conflict in the organizational change process, Weichbarger (1974)

conten- to,l.abel his thfic level "societal' and leave it .be all
4.

encompassing. Howevtr. factors beyond the control f the dictionarythe

extent to which a group is institukianakized: the size of the g' _:up, the

position of the group on the global scare, the nature of the conflict to

whic* a part!culir group is suaceptibLehave resulted in a more,apecific

typology at this level. ,Since such of the research in conflict hi* been

in the areas of organizational charge and developeent and global pea%

keeping, the mcst often used distinctions are at the organizational lejel,

e.g..Schmuck and 47tunkel'a (1972' -organizational- and "Interorganizqtional"

conflict, and national level, e.g. Deutsch's (1969) "Intranational" and

"international" conflict.

The level of conflict is a determinalt in the coping stratcgif ch

as a result of the behavioral parameters it establishes. For instance,

if a conflict exists at an intergroup level vithi an organization. it is

possible for practical resolution of the conflict to be achieved by the

formulation of new policy, an option not availlable to the i !dual

undergoing conflict at the intrzpc:honal level.

Inrerdeundence. The interdependence 71.es 4.1is its

significance in whether a con::ict need, to be co%fronrArd or by ignoreci.

Coleman (1976) in a discussion of conflict thyllry drnving nn zne elk

Dahl and Groas, comments that -des, ior avoi..tance; Is



when' the inter.deendensTe ot the parties a the ,,:onflict is sL low thOt
4 .1% 4 4 -4,

reso' !Ion ;s not Asential... Conversel,. Blake. Shepherd. and
41,

.

. ;

4...uton (1:96.4 suggest that conflict can be resolved by actively working.

on the reduction interdependence of the Jonflicing pArtit,

Ineamyatible iJals. The notion of incompatibility is most commonly

.

recflected in of the conflicting parties, fin\tneir paper on (he

onceptua! dist1ntitian betwee:, conflict and competition. Schmidt and
=Is

Kochan 01972) write:
,

It ,

.

1/,et<eptriglof plkik incompatikkbilliy is necefmArY

tt nrecondition for %44iper conflict or competitieton. This
:Pi: plies that.g64:-A04inment by one unit is seen to
pireventr ther -f rum It-hieving thefi goals under the

.

same c cumttance4.,aw with equivalent outcomes."
.(p'..36 )

i
:

.

The degree to which the goals eonflicttu parties are 4.1compatible, in

:other iscA;,1 he severity of the disegree:aer hmuck and Runkel. 1972% .
. .

."---414E-- .it
ifAv be- rminant of the conflict

i
coring stra tegy. Toe. the'ktent to-

.

,

ffe/
ompatible issues in the confilicting parties rel. ioiGilip _

... -4

._.

;
outweigh or outnu4er theNcampatible issues may be a facto-in deciding

how to deal with the col:14ct.

Sources of Conflict. It Is in the realm of source-11 of conflict that

.111

there exists the greatest interaction of variables and thus the greatest.

Vnfluence choosing a conflict coping strJegy-, In their description

.

onsensus conflict resolution model for public school ,:ounselers

(interpersonal-level of conflict) Main and Roark (1975) identif!4 four

solIrces of conflict: confl:ct of tpterest, conflict of values, control

of power and misperception. On the other fiend. Wotrja (1973). writing

in the context of social change A. organizations, poses a different. set

originS; conflict over purpose, conflict ova,- role and conflict over
r

authori. '4otruba's Identified sources of are reiterated in the

4
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chmuck.and Runkel (1972).,, Uain, in thc context of organizational

change. they list differentiation of (yr:6ton, role -conflict and Rower

struggles, adding a fourth origin, external stress. Scarcity7' resources

i5 another often mentioned source of conf:ict.
(

The source of confItcrecah have ylaljor influence on choosing an

appropriate-strategy. Whereas a col oretive, problem-sedving strategy

be quite effectfue in risolving a conflict over scarc v of resources,

it\is not at all 41cable for dealing with a value tannic:

0

17', ft, 4 ter .
.

.

4
I

o

.
If all the trappings.of siholarly erbiage were stripped away and an

(
i

attempt made t4 capture the essence of Lonfl$ct resolution techniques as
le

ptesAted in the literature, one basic strategy would appear: confront .

the cbnfllit. Whg010 the focus
..------

weritni6stitutionel mediation procedures
_---, -

1

or a mrhool counselor acting as/a third Party consultant to a teacher=

student relatiooehip, the working concer was the game: confront, work

through thc conflict until some resolution is sch e that the conflicting

parties can live with.

It is apparent that confronting conflict has ays tfe611 the

tezhnique in isvor. Sevetal aurtors (Goodsell, 1974; Coleman, 1976;

'Guth and Lohmar..1976)-pre nt st,rveys'of possible strategies that Include

avoidsnt behaviors, e.g., accommodation, withdrawing, smoothing. Though

such behaviors still reflect human nature to a degree- -troth and Lohman,

in the presentation of their-three ptoac-rive approaehta to conflict,

\li

...--

r
,..-

ate, that all manners of behavioral styles may be incorporated in the

process of working through a collaborative or nesoriative strategy -- nowhere

/is there found an advocate for policon: ntive strategies 2

o avoid contradiction, it should he notea t! awoi(ate is still Jon-
tdered a viable strategy if the interdependence and p ductivtty o1 a

relationslilp is rot iffected by the conflict situation (,Blake, Shepherd,
Mouton, 1964; Coleman, 1976; Gioth and Lohman, 19761.

1.1
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The. llowing discussiorivill attempt to break tut thz general

approaches to concliot resolution found in the literature while main! 'n-

ing some sense of cepresentativeness, in this brief space, to tJle "state

of the art.

In a brief overview of conflict theory addressed to the educational

administrator, Barnes (1974) identifies a list of charActeristics for the

administrator who would be able to effectively Tanage conflicts. Barnes'

remarks outline what could be caned the anWipatory approach to conflict

resolution. The anticipatory approach is essentially a,wak of thinking

about conflict. It involves a recognition that conflict is inevitable in

any type of huMla relationship. It contains an understanding of conflict

dynamics and the,factors that may be at play in a conflict situation. Tt

preb..ribes certain simple behaviors and skills for enhancing the pht7i:

bilities of constructively working on a conflict, e.g., sensitivity to

the other party, communication skilinformation sharing.

The anticipatory approach is perhaps the- most basic approach to

conflict. It coold be challenged as to whether it is in fact a conflict

coping st a on the basis of its nonspecificity. However .this vet of

understandingibout conflict and mind set for approaching a conflict

situation is (h cornerstons for all the more sp7ific and detailed

strategies the literature spell's out. What's more, it reflects the bulk

of thq\conflict management information available outside of .scholarly

Journals.

A more specific approach to a conqkct situation is c-operative

problem-solving (Deutsch, 969). It is known variously as collaboration

(froth and Lohmhn. 1976) contiosntation (Goodsell, 19741 and integration

(Coleman, 1976). As Deutsch describes it, cok,perative problem-solving iR

used when conflict can viowed as ,( common problem in which the



oonflicting parties have idint interest of reaching ajarytuelly setts-
,r

factory solution." (p. 23). The cooperative problem-solving approach

'build.sairam the anticipatory approach. It involges a complete sharing

ot-inforTation so as to accuratell identify the conflict, its issues and

limits. Once the conflict leidantifiad, the parties work together to

produce creative alternatives until they are able to arrive at a sal ts-

'factor solution. Ideally this strategy provides for a wine-win moolutIon

and is A often recommended appioach for this 'very reason. And'indeed,

.

if conflicting.partiis upe the cooperative. problem - solving approach and

find that their conflict result4d INom s m4sunderstanclitAirtrr missing infolir-

!nation. about other party's needs or.the availability of resources, then

an integrative, win-win soluionis possible mid the strategy c n be an

effective one.

Cooperative problem-solving to not an effective strategy if "the)

rsative conflicts are ones which the nature of the issues and the

parties basic preferences can be r s dominance-submission or

some compromise outcome."' (Walton, 1965) For those conflict situations

not open to cooperative problem-solving, we must turn to the strategy that

is least liscussed io the theoretical literattorV! the power strategy. /

4

(Walton,' 1965) The power strategy surfaces a new variable in the coaflidt

situation; the relationship of effective power betwed the conflicting

do.

parties. This new variabic requires parties in conflict to attend to the

aeqeisition of power vis -a -vis the other side. Interaction between the

parties cha Opposing positions gre taken and the negotiative

process is rased to find areas of cs.r. ground and areas for tradeoff and

compromise. Final resolution depends bn the balance of pow er, If it

remain, stable, resolution may c:Iime from a final compromtn,: between the

+I

V

t--
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3

conflicting parties or by means of appe third party. If the poll

balance slips off-center. then a win-lose solution will dbintain. The

advocacy of the power strategy or similar negotiative strategies is not

widespread. However, although relatively little has been written

theory of thq strategy or encouraging its use, it

the literature in discussion of its most popular form:

negbtiations anAvollective particllarly the
4

its use in the edgcationai community. s.

) With the exception:Of Walton (1969j. one conflict resolutIon practice

that has not appeated.tn.be considered as a diborsta strategy: but as ad.

ad)unFt of any of these previously stroteglit'is theis a'

third party consultant. It is most often discussed in the literature fn

1 I1 represented in

labor-management

implications of

4 references to the sociotherspeutic role of,school mow:lore and psycholo-,
se

gists, primary grade classroom teachers and communitf social workers, with

behavioral and attitudinal reOmmendationi for this Tole. It is also men-

tinned as an aside in the negotiation and coIlective\bargaining literature

in reference to the role of arbitai. in Megottyttiort impasses. In practice

though, third party,consultation is more evident th. one would assume from

its presence in the literature-1a court of law, tht 7olicy formulation body

of an organization, t,e parent of two quarreling sibli edill constitute

third party inserventi,nists That third party consult ion receives such

unilral practice but in such commonplace contexts accou s perhaps for its

receivin scant attention in the literature.

11

Grath and Lohman's Three Approaches t,:. Conflict

..,- In the .'"lit s Ugotiative Problem Soluii training system,

GtotOhnd Lohman pcopose three approaches to conflict: -lose,,collabo-

i.ati.., approach is well-founded in the literature, their o ntation towards

the win -lose and negotiative approaches is unique.

8
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Not a great deal is written about the win-lose striae:- as a viable
1

approach to conflict. It is often seen represented*by coercive and tom-
.

petitive behaviors in discussions of the range oCresponses to conflict,

but in the context of the wai people are most often, known to react, not

the way theyshould react. Yet in their diagnostic comparison of the

three approaches, Grath and Lobnan write:

1 "If the hasii of the conflict appearS to be right vs. .
.

, .wrong, a matter of the one hale may, or the product
of ignorance, deception orjafihhness thed 141N -LOSE
may-be appropriate." (Groth-and Lohman, 1076)

. *, ' 4'

What Goth and Lohman cell negotiative problim solving is generally :

.

viewed iti onii of two ways in the'liteiat4te. Either the discussion -is of
,

0

Negotiations with a cpatial "N"--coilege faculty-administrator,
.

.

...16 Faris, peace talks, UAW contracts and'federal mediatbrs--or it iS dealt
4 4)

will on an interpersonal or intergroUp livel by a simple mea4l of a com-

promise strategy asone type of response in a purvey of responses to
J

conflict (Coleman, 1976, Reitargerf 1974; Goodsell, 1974). Negotiative
1

,

probled
,

solV,` is such,.is not considered a; a full-blown strategy with
. .

a set of,procedures.

4

Descry motion and aatitative Analysis dr Literature Search

Two extensive searches of the ERIC system for materials pertaining

to key concepts such as conflict] negotiation, problem solving, etc.

were conduchl, one In March 197!and'one in January 1976. The origins

intent presented in the evaluation drsign was for an analysis of the

material obtained in terms of trends over time in attitudes toward and

approaches to conflict. Upon examination, however, tf;'e two searches did-

not reveal any distinguishable trends. There were a couple t.f factors

that may account for this. The first and more concrete factor is

IL

a
Al



I
that the sec

%
a search was inadvertently cumulative ra.e5er than covering

clot

4.*
A rime perio istinct from the firit search. The restating overlap of

it clouded the distlelaIzt between thrtIS.searches. The second and

perhaps more influential factor ie that the materials identified in the

second search, covering primarily the period from mid -1972 to mid1975,
4

did not In theco^ltims Show any appreciable changes in accepted conflict

r.heory and practice. Much of conflict literature in the ;ti's ref ects

the influence of the new have of Zonflict theory. that crested in the late

/r4, 'Deutsch, Kelman--precipitated perhaps by the forcefulness
4 4

-

of the civil rig ts movement in the earl/ 60's. 4grliteratmre of the
.

. v.
r

,-

helot few years appears to bartdine"the maittive calm 4f the evolutionary,

swell.

The second ERIC_ search identified a total of 719 books, journal

articles and paper presentations. This mass of literature was analyzed

to see What exactly was going into priut in the field o( conflict t

and resolution strategies. Table 1 summarizes the content classiflOt ion
jr,

of the items reWeved. As is customary, #.h ERIC sear es, the use of

41h

*

sufficient descriptors to comprebehrely cover a subj, t area resulted,
P

in a majority (56 percent) oI items which were irrelevant to "the search's

specific area of interest. These items focused primarily on systems of

educational governance, community invlvement in education and coils

tive problem. solving and decision-making modes. The issues around conflict

in these subject areas were treated as a peripheral concern if considtred,

at all.

All though the handling of conflict in tne literature rarely lent

itself to well-defined categories, there are some basic organizers--conllict

,heory, conflict coping practices--and several further subdivisions that

will aid the analysis. As may have been expected, articles and books on

10



TABLE 1

Susavlyof Second Eric Search Results

,Irrelevant no use of ovottforence to 402 (56%)

Concepts of conflict

CO011ict theory 100 (14%)

7 Role conflict 56.

Other, including surveys_ , 44

Specific situational, descriptions 82 (12%)

Negotiations andoilective bargaining 46 ( 6%).

Models snh implications to
higher oducatiod

Other

Strategies of conflict resolution

Training in approaches to conflict

Conflict games 8

54 ( 7%)

30 ( 4%)

Global peace keeping and 22

values clarification
curricula-tor Ugh*schools

411%

Bibliographics 5 (1%)

Total number of items retrieved

.110111110MM.

719

Nam.0111.11

100%

I
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conflict theory received short shrift As an overall concern of writers on

conflIct,:. slightly under one-seventh of the items addressed issues of

queort, "Pure" theoretital papers were almost nonexistent with only

slightly greater evidence of surveys of predominant theory,these last

wiitten usually in joutifs for educational ariministrators. Over-half

the conflict theory papers dealt with the dynamics'and various other

4
aspects of role conflict. Reflecting societal developeents over the past

several years, the 11Ager part of these were concerned with role con-

flirts in women. In the main, the remaining conflict theory littitature

add eased tht sources and building blocks of conflict' In various-arenas:,
.-

'kill teething, in the school commpnity, id. -society it large Uircugh the

process of social change.

In moving from conflict theory to conflict resolution Tactics.,

there was a transitional tategory.thst,was well represented (12 percent)

in the literature. This_category housed articles that: presented a type

of descriptive survey of a specificsonflict situation. The content

ght include sources of the conflict, attitudes of and towardi the

1
protagonists, a general' description of the conflict resorution process,

and a discussion of the implications of this particular situation.

Cultural conflicts, particularly American Indian with mainstream Amorican

wero the subject of the bulk of these articles, but such diveree

concerns as schoolbook controversies, land-use planning, community demands

and global peace-keeping were also addressed.

In-the area of conflict resolution practices, the literature sorted

itself out into three general subdivisions': negotiations and'colle,:.ive

bar&,:ning, other conflict resolution strategies and training in aup4aches

to conflict. The largest category was the first mentioned Above, although
it

what distinguishes the negotiations/collective bargaining literature from

12



that of other strategies is not the relative quantity of items so much

as the way the subject is treated. Whereas the writing op the non-

negotiative strategies were for the most part presecriptive, "h

articles, the nego9atious/collective bargaining literature coma few

primers for the fledgling negotiator. Major attention was given /to the

implications of collective bargaining for the educational comity,

I

especially the higher education community (over half the arti in

/I

this category were set fn the context of college faculty/col
(
ective

bargainingi'somemanuscripts'wers simply presentations of ilective
- .

,
bAgaining agreements). The focus.for same attention in he public

.

school arena were, the implications of strikes au the role of

the school principal in the collective bargaining pr

There were relatively few articles (seven perc t) that discussed

specific'conflict resolution practices. The use o a third party in con-

flict situations received the most play with str tegies preiented for use

by school counselors and psychologists, and ndful of articles on how

teachers can resolve classroomrconflicrs in t e primary grades. The

importance of communication as a factor in onflict situations and the

need for conmunication skills in the conf ict resolution process were the

subject of. several artic:es. Nearly half the articles in this resolution

1

practices tegory were spent in the indilildual consideration and recommends -

tiuu of a er of strategies: systems lysis, oppn problem-solving

confrontation, institutional conflict proce ing, values clarification, etc.

Of the thirty articles that concerned themselves with some aspect of

conflict training, nearly three-quarters of these discussed conflict

curricula-being developed for secondary school students, most of,which

used global .ar -and -peace issues as a focus, rose others concentrating

N. 13



on values. The remaining articles spoke of various gamesglobal .iplo-

macy, community action, school board planning- -that could bd used for

conflict training.

Available Training in Conflict Mana ement Techniques

With recognition of a crying need for training in conflict manage-

ment, most particularly for administrators (Deutsch, 1969; ColeMin, 1976;

Barnes, 1974; Walton, 1965; Hammond, 1973), it is surprising the dearth

of training resources available Although no mention was made in the

literature, it can be assumed that private consultants are available toe ,

provide tailored training te-intset groups and organizations and that

university graduate programs in education and. business administration

tough upon conflict management at some point. There appear to be two

principal types of conflict management training that are gaining exposure

in the public marketplace:

1. Packaged, experience-based workshops which provide a survey
of conflict-coping strategies and conflict theory; although

/ marketed as organizational training, the learning. are appii
/ cabli to conflict situations in any aspect of everyday life

2. Periodic training programs and seminars offered by manage-
ment consultant firms to provide conflict management and
negotiations/collective bargaining training to industry
executives and managers

A search of the market turned up only two resources for training of

the first type.Sentioned above: Xicom's "Management of Conflict" program

and Organizational Renewal Inc.'s "Coping with Change and Conflict."

Both training programs are remarkably similar in format. They are both

trainable in one Jay. Both use films as part of the training strategies.

Both are a package that can be bought and conducted by an organization's

inhouae trainers (though Xicom's program, with materials to train 24,

costs more than twice ORI's program; Xicom - $975, including purchase of

14
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.1

films; 0R1 $400+, 174i fi ms can only be rented). Both training packages

use an 'experience -ased 4 proach. 'They both look at the sources of con-

flict and related co011iit theory and involve the participants in work-
_

ing with a number of conflict coping techniques (whereas ORI's program

deals only with such strategies as collaboratiomv creat4ve compromlie,

and negotiation, Xicom includes avoidance and competition in their training).

Xicoe's program appear to have a greater focus on on-the-job application

than ORI'tcprogram. RI's program seems to have a particular focus on

conflict as a by pr uct of orginizaticmal,change that is not apparemt
.

in XicOm"s'prngkam.,
/

Although/tha4 are probably a great many resouzums-for conflict

management tra,in for industry negittiators and management personnel,

one of the moref sible examples of this type of training is the series

of seminars o

seminars are

at a east of

come as a

ful Labor

spec if icaIl

tad by. Advanced Management Training (AMR). The two -day

fered two to four times a year in major metropOlitan areas

450 per person (3390 per. person if thtee or more individuals

The training programs --the Art of Negotiating, Surto-awl

lifting, the Art of Collective Bargaining --ore targeted

for persona is management positions. Staffed by members of

the legal, 4fession and experienced negotiators in the fields of business

and industp)t, the seminars use a primarily didactic approach t. training

with some1611 amounts of skills practice. The Art of Negotiating 111,

seminar *als with philosophical and psychological aspects of negotiating
.....

as well negotiating styles and techniques. The collective bargaining

and labqk negotiations programs provide management context for viewing

labor

I i

gement negotiations and a systematic plan for entering and

particRating in the negotiations process.
,

15
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CHAPTER II

'Social Conflict i Ogorietive FroblisT Solving is one of the series

of workshops developed by, the Improving Teaching COmpitencies Program of

the Northwest Regional Eflucational Laboratory.,

The focus of this workshop is. on helpipg individuals to: (i) perCeive

more dearly the personal and interpersonal phenomena they encounter-'in

.conflict situational' (b) experience and understand organisational and

inxer*ersonal conditions that encourage the use of three differenent

approaches to problem solving: collaboration, negotiation And win-lose;

and (0 develop skips and tneight, in responding to ctnf/ict situations.

Participants are provided with multiple opportunities to get involved in

leerniPg about conflict at personal, interpersonal and organisaeional

levels

Tina training is not designed to find ways to make conflict "good" or 4,

find ways to avoid those things which make conflict "bad." Rather, the

design provides opportunities to accept and understand conflict as an ever

preseut interpersonal sit-ation in human transactions. It does not assume

either an a :ori or ar-poot facto consensus on ultimate goals among

parties in conflict; nor does it support there being a single truth, or a

single optimum "solution" for all concerned. Rather, the training

attempts to help participants recognise, accept and become willing to work

within r presumption that differences are legitimate and outcomes are

pluralistic.

'The train mat is a five-day structured, experience-based work-

short. Emphasis is placed on an active learner styli with minimal depen-

den e on instructional leaden'. The design provides for 35 hours of

17



activities normally condi! ted in 10 consecutive sessions. Each session

is A hours long. The exercises are sequential and cumulative and ail

participants are members of interdependent teams. RefreshmenLs suth as

toffee and tea are available in the meeting room at all. times since no

regular breaks are scheduled during sessions.

Substantive materials (theory papers, questions for reflection and

discussion, debriefings and planning guides) used during the workshop

focus on self-interest, interpersonal styles of responding to conflict

situations, negotiative, collaborative and win-lose approachme for

dealing with conflict, basic concepts of negatiitive problem solving,

basic forms of power and bargaining techniques.

The en -tire workshop design is built around a particular conception

of how the human organism learns. Just as the_concept "round" emerges

from the child's oifferentistions of and generi117-*ions *bout his

sensory experience with objects labeled "round." and "not round," the

4

IP adult's conceptualization of "self-interest:" for example, emerges from

experiences with events and interactions whicl., are Labeled "my (our)

'self-interest," "not m".- (our) self-interest," "his/her (thei 1 self-

interest," "not his/her (their) self-interest," etc. Thus concepts,

ideas,."theories" are no presented simply for diecussion, but as working

and thinking material for organizing and labeling the concrete events and

experieriCes encountered during workshop activities. Activities include

role playi, art work simulation, as well as 4 variety of individual and

team planning and review periods. Each of these types of activities is

accompanied by input papers, directions, guides, etc. willeh direct the

participants' attention to specific events, phenomena, concerns, etc.

which are concrete example of various dimensions of the key concepts.

18



t
At the same tam., these tools allow time and space for each individual

to utilize and work on his or her own most salient awarenesses, concerns,

feelings or. ideas within the structure provided.

Since the body of this report will deal with descriptions of parti-

cipant responses to*the various activities, the followingliaragraphs are

included to provide the reader with a brief descr'iption of the design of

the major Oil shop activities, in chronological order.

The workshop opens with a sequence of reflective and expressive

activities focusing on'participante past experiences and current under-

standings of conflict situations. Each individual is asked to produce a

collage drawing summarizing hiaiher experiences, to write a description

of the art work proJuced, to shatrirh-oe these with other participants

and to discuss as a total group a variety of associations and feelings

rbout conflict and the absence of conflict in human affairs.

Following this opening, the first day (sessions one two) revolves

around what happens as participants engage in a role play of a conflict

situation in e board meeting of a voluntary organizationYour Own Thing

Organization (YOTA), explore by mesas ofa diagnostic questionnaire their

own preferred and avoided responses to a variety of conflicts in inter-

personal and group settings, and repeat the YOU role play in a more

elaboraae form. During this day four key dcmceptual papers are dealt.

with: basic definitions concerning cwalict, alteraativ1 interpersonal'

styles which may be used or avoided, definitions and disc ctions among

three approaches to problem salving, and an explication o the

negotiative problem solving process.

The majo- simulation is introduced during the seco day (sessions

three and four). Session Three opens with a briefing and guided
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introduction to the.major workshop simulation "NOG." The role* and pare-

meters introduced at this time, whilAthey become euccesively more elaborate

over time, form the basic focus for all sublivuen interaction and

,analysis during the workshoe Two central roles inthe simulation
k
are

"Overseaers and "Toles." Overseaers are described es repreuentatives

of the larger society (Outside) who reside on the/i;land of NOG and are

charged with supervising the work of d the teeing of "PetineiliN

for transport back to the Outside society. Overseaers have an
init!--

term of office, on a seasonal basis, and may-be r called at t end of

any season by the Outside. Toles are citizenbi OG. The

particularly skilled and are sel (Id to raise and our

are interdependent with the Overseaera with whom they must negotiate an

agreement covering salaries, working conditiens,Ldocision-making control,

etc. Fauns are mythical beings sent from the Outside in immature states

to the island to be raised to Maturit i( by Toles. 'A season is the time

period elapsing between the arrtGal of one shipment of immature Pauns to

the arrival of the next shipment. 'Pauds mature in one season and are

shipped back to the Outside on the return trip of the JAme "barks" which

c""t_

brought the new shipment to be raised. immature Pauns are "all alike,"

htit ..ien they arrive on the Island some are designated to be raiseb.as

Purples and the rest are raised as Maize, Overseaers initially control

the decision abqit how many of each will be raised. Outsiders and Over-

seaers prefer to have Purple Palms raised since they fit into the

Outside society better, and bring in more income. Toles prefer to raise

Maize Pauns.

The majorsimulation takeb place during through A and

revolves around the negotiations between Toles and Overseaers. Overseaers



A

are responsible to and send and receive messages from the Outside

concernin their activities, especially their -egotiations with

Tales. Toles are responsible to The Toles Organization to and from whom

they send and receive asages concerning their activities in the

negotiations. Each group Ives messages from their respective

o:ganizations at the beginning of a negotiation round and sends

messages describing, justifying, etc. their decisions and agreements

t the end of each tour& Trainers use the vehicle of these messages

to support, reinforce and direct the attention of each negotiating team

to responses and event; which are examples of "your self - interest,"

"not your self-interest," "using 0291 using) power," "negotiating,"

"not negotiating," etc. as they'occur in the -interactions of the team

with its opponent team. In addition, the planning g- -.des, review

materials And theory paper which participants, are asked to use before

N after the various rounds provide additionil examples lind oppor-

.
. _

tunitles for differentiation and genera:ix ion of the concrete event,
,

perceptiont, feelings and responses occu ring.

During session Three, participants come familiar with the society,
,-A

of NOG, ant central roles of Overseaers, Toles, Purple and Maize Palms,
. f

and explore the dynamics of power in conflicts in a role play

concerning selecting an outstanding 'Faun for the season. Session Four

Introduces the concept of self interest and its application to the two

key roles of Overseaer aid Tolevita57-----\Itinuesith a detailed intro-
,

duction td the parameters and procedures neg tiations between the

tw,- role groups. Participants are divided into teams of 2 to 3 members

and each team pecomve the sellaed representatives of one of two

interest kroups in the society; the Overseaers represent the Outside



interests and the Toles represent the interests of The Toles Organization.

Sessions Five through Eight revolve around the actual interactions within

and between paired teams of Toles and Oversesers cs they meet with each

other to reach an acceptable agreement concerning how the island Will

operate during the coming season. Major variables an which the two sets

"04

of interests differ include: purchase of additional barks to increase

the number of Pauns shipped in to be raised (the d by the Outside

for raising uns is the sole source of income on the islan of NOG);

numbookofjau to be raised as Purple or Maize; Tole salaries; er of

Fauns with who each Tole will work (POd size); special tutoring provisions

forteither or b th types of Pauns; type of food for which type of Pdun,

extent, to whi0i sts of shipment of Pining will be recoverable from fee

income, and decision maiing procedures concerning these issues. During

these sessions, conceptual inputs concerning conflict diagnosis, bargaining

processes and strategies, assertiveness and the application of previous

concepts are worked with.

Session Nine-is devoted to review and debriefing of the

J
simulation,

includtng individual work'as well as analyses carried out within each team,

between negotiating pairs of teams, and in a total group with the trainers.

):

In session Ten, all key concepts and activ ies of the workshop are

reviewed and participants again create an a t product which represents

their experiences with and understandings of conflict situations. The

sharing of thi.4 work and statements of learnings, as well as co7plaints

_conclude the wor'shop.
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PARTICIPANT RESPONSES

The purpose of s section of the report is to provide Information

about what the Social Conflict, N;gotiative Problem Solving materials

provide as a lealing experience. Any learning experience in the t'

concrete is a complexity of interactions an the learners and their

past experiences in specifit tins and plac1e with the particular tools

.ind materials, in insponse ;.c the directions and teaching style 'of the

It.

instructors. Fully adequate generalisation from a spICific *vent to

future conditions is dependen on either repeated trials in large

,samples which presumably allow e broadest range of v4riations to be

e'countered and understood, or n the elegant use of prior experience

to focus attention on the essential variables in the interaction as in

an experiment specifically designed so th the outcome will discongirm

only one of two competing hypotheses. In this particular report, the

data and events to be described meet neither condition. What.ws o

then,- ere not fully supportable statement*, but descriptions and in ar-
t-
.,

pretations ofactual."17stions which provide our current most

plausable explanation and hypotheses about how this learning expo erica

works, and the conditions which's.** to affect its utility for those mho

haabexperienced it.

Description of Workshop Sy ings

In Septethsvand Oc r of 1976, two workshops, with a.total of

58 pull pants, were conducted using the latest revisions of the

materials ftnd directions nstante in tie two events were: (a) the

materials and directions used in the first dpy and a half, and with

31
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alb

,

- s)me variation the third, fourth and fifth days changes in design for

material sequence were used the afternoon of tie second day, the morning

of the fourth day, and the morning of the fifth day), (b) the female

members-of both the trainee and observer pairs and tilt present., tough'

apt-the roles, of the two male members of the research and development

team.

The differences in conditions between the two events can best be

made apparent by description.

In Southern City, the workshop was conducted in five consecutive

days. The workshop group consisted of staff members of a,newly begun

uto program in staff development. T6 majority were classroom teschiis

whose new role was as resource teachers to provide release time so that

regular classroom teachers in the district could spend 2 -5 weeks in the

staff development ;enter getting training, doing planning, etc. The

remainder of the participants were former teachers, counselors and

administrators whose new task was to be providing traiuing and support

to the teachers so released. One hundred percent of the males and

542 of the females were black. The' program administrator, and person

respdnsible for bringing the workshop into the district as part of the

requir d training of his new staffjwas himself a co-participant. All

persons present, except fol the administrator, twere reqUired to

tend as a condition of their preparation for their new ass4gnments.

It is quite likely that less than one-fourth would have voluntarily

chosen to attend had-they been given the option. The meeting room was

a former lecture room ordinarily serving as an infozmal meeting place

\and lunch room for the people who worked on, that floor of t e'school

buil4ing. The building was ,a junior high school where

24
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question had been converted lid given over to-the staff development wprk

of the Ip. Participants thus were meeting in their norpal work setting,

with heir nonparticinoting colleagues, the work load on their desks,

accumulating phone calls, etc., in easy reach and providing constant

reminders of the "costs" in extra work, changed schedules, interrupted

routines, etc., of participating in the workshop. The essential condi-

tions thee, were: an intact staff, including supervisors, attending

nonvolunta ily, meeting on their own "turf." Anyone at all familiar

with interperso 1 and organizational will recognize those con-

ditions are signal ofitremble for anyode coming in from outside to try

out or "lay on" their own thing. However, these represent about the

worst possible conditions under which the workshop night be held and

thus provide a good test pf its potential under maximum stress,

In Western Suburbia, the workshop was held In two blocks - -Thurkday

.i.hroilgh Saturday of one week, followed by Tuesday and Wednesday of the '

succeeding week.: The workshop group tOnsisted of teachers, a few
J

counselors, administrators, teacher -aids, a student and a parent advisory

board member. All were white. They came from two or three adjacent

school districts by invitation of the contact person. One came "because

my superintendent asked me to" and one indicated he/she would not have

come had he/she been clear about the organiEaflonal, as opposed to the

dyad, focus of the work. All had a real option, without apparent

negative consequences, of not attending. Groups of three, four, to six

had attended other, workshops together, worked in the same school, or

knew one another, but as a whole prior relationships were not those of

interdependent work units. The contact person was in a supervisory

role to some six to seven participants, but did not participate in the
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workshop himself nor perform any functions within it, other than "making

prior arrangements." Sessions were held in three different locations- -

the first twerliays at a community.center, the third day in a,schOol,

library on Saturday, and the last two days at a second community center.

Participant's contact with the acceITTIfi<ir normal work day demands

and routines were minimal due to the nonachool setting and limited

access to phones. At no.time during the :five days did anyone not partic-
',

ipattzg in the workshop come into the setting and interrupt any partic-

ipant's work. The.essential conditions here, noninterdependent local

educational personnel, participating voluntarily, meeting away from

their rk setting in a protected environment, are close to our ideal

requirements for the type of learning experience the workshop represents.

A brief description of the "scene" during the morning of the third

day will provide a sense of the difference these conditions made in the

ongoing flow of activity during:ihe erperience.

By the third morning, participants are well intolthe "culture" of

the workshop. The initial apprehension about "what's going'to happen"

is over. , They have interacted with one another and with the trainers

in a variety of activities, have discovered that the absence of formal

"breaks" means they have to work out their own pacing of getting coffee,

going to the bathroom, taking chatter time, and have made their

adaptations to these limits. The heaviest reading and conceptual inputs

are behind them. They have faced the initial complexities of and

resistance to the negotiation simulation, and have tested the waters of

worTing with their negotiating team and their opponent. This third

morning they are prepared (if not ready) to begin in earnest the first

1
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of four rounds of negotiations to reach contrast settlements for the

simulated society.

In both groups the morning begins with some,initisl signs of

reluctance. Some members chatter in groups of tws and throes, levers'

"table-hop." individuals move around the room ting coffee, finding

their team a place to work, etc. In Western uburbla the group is

meeting in a new location. Where the pre ous two days most members

had worked sitting on the floor in arse space where all tables had

been moved to the edges of the the school library Aga tables

centrally arranged and eve no settles down to a table place with his/

her papers' -and teammates. Within ten minutes of the first direction,

every group ,s busily and quietly at work. No one is "out of his place".

or unengaged. During the entire pluming and negotiation period only

Teo members leave their group more than once and not until the an9doss

any cross-group conversation occur.

In Southern City the group is back in its familiar territory.

Members take up their places, with a few exceptions, where they were

the day before. rive members are missing-as work begins. Each, as

he/she arrives, stops to chatter and interrupt fellow participants who

are not members of their own team. Giggles and ch4E-ter are distinctly

audible from several tables at various times over the first 45 minutes.

Four members continue "table hopping," or.initiate conversations Across

the room with persons in work groups other than their own, off and on

throughout-the entire work period. Two of the missing members arrive

more than half an houi late and bring in with them papers and messages

and interrupt others' work with conversations -about nonworkshop materials

and activities. These two continue to move in and out of the room,
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sitting down io work a few minutes, then getting up and going out, coping

back to interrupt 'others, get coffee, sit down again and within minutes

leave again to repeat the routine. over the course of the entire morning.

One of-the two was observed to repeat this procedure 10 tines. Other

members continua, one or another. to move around, ,tting coffee, going

out of the room, standing up to look at. what someone else has been doing,

getting a nail file from someone, picking up a magailne left on an

unoccupied table. Five different persons who are not workshop partic-

ipants enter the room at some time during the morning to hold converse-

tions with one or more participants, interrupting the work. While the

room is at no time noisily disruptive, the sense of constant motion, of

interruption by outside forces, of some members avoiding or, paving

trouble holding a focus, is pervasive.

Against this backdrop of scenic conditions wawill examine the

responses of participants in the two workshops to the activities and

conceptualizations they were asked to encounter and interact around.

Participant Background

To begin, we look first at the information we have about the

participants as they ente(ed the workshop. Table 2 describes the

background of the individuals as they reported it.

More participants in the Western Suburbia workshop were teachers

(including counselor and teacher aids),(57% vs. 302); active in

negotiations or political affairs (54Z vs. 232). and males (462 vs. 202)

than was true of the Southern City workshop. Among participants who had

nad some training in human relations, group procese or personal growth,

thosi in Western Suburbia had more diversified experienced, while all of
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/chose in Southern City with any prior training had participated only in,

other NWREL systems, half having been in a single GPS 'workshop and the

oth4ir half having experienced a sequence including MIPS. IPC and GPS.

In Southern City thin information was obtained on a registration

form completed by each participant as they'entered the room on the first

morning. Iii Western Suburbia v bud felled to pack those forms awns

the serials and' had to have then !ailed to the workshop site.

Participants completed them at the time they filled out the Final

Questionnaires at the end of the workshop. In this case. information

on three participants is missing since they did not return for the last

two days of the workshop. One of the three dropped out without giving

a reason. 'fwd were unable to returnbecause of unexpected work problems

which demanded immediate attention. in Southern City we also had an.

unforeseen attrition. An unexpected site review meeting-called by the

school superintendent pulled14,,mbers outuof the workshop to attend.

After missing a day and a half, none returned. A fifth member dropped

out.after the third morning hen his/her teammates and their opponent

team confronted theeindividual on his/her constant absences. 'A sixth

member was more oftemabsent than present, but since neither she/he nor

his/her team, nor their opponent team confronted the iesue, the partic,

ipant waknever forced to make a clear choice between attending or

dropping out.

Opening Activities

The first activity of the workshop provided participants with an

opportunity to.depict in a collage, and in a written description of what

the college represented to them, their prior. experience with conflict,
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Participants in Southern City were more likely'to avoid deseribing their

.own actions anti emotional responses than were those in Western Suburbia.

Thirteen of twenty -nine or 45 percent who Wrote descriptions in Southern

City, compared tc 4 of 28, or 14 percent. of the Wenzern Suburbia group

. described their collages in terse distant and remote from their own

emotions and actions. Almost three times as many Wastern Suburbia partic-

ipants as Southern City participants not only mentioned anger, frustra-

tion or resentment, but described their dominant response to these

emotions (29% vs. W2). Thirty-six oercent as compared to 20 percent

in Southern City mentioned fear or anxiety as tho dominant emotion and

delcribed their response to it. This informa.ion is summarized in

Table 3.

We are inclined to interpret thee. differences in terms of the eery

different conditions holding in the two settings. It is true that one

does say to r*rangeis what one would hieitate to say in the presence of

associates. It is realistic to be cautious about admitting and describ-

ing one's responses to fear, eat'. anger, resentment, etc., in a group

with Wom one muot lock wry day, especially if it is not yet clear --or

perhaps only too clear -who is willing and likely to use your own word*

against you and who is tur.:. A basic assumption is the design and use of

structured interpersonal training is that the worksh erndition are

such as ti" make apparent the ingrained cowtfons-of everyday, relgoing

interactions and by reducing the potee)iplly bortful consequences of

self-revelation, allow for differentiati on of tooditions under which

caution is necessary. When these conditions are not at, then it Is

unrealistic to attribute nonrevtlatory reseonses to the person bather

than to the situation in which heishe is responding.
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TABLE 3

ParticipantsedgCriptiona of Their Prior Experience
With Conflict as Symbolized in Their Collages

Weetert Suburbia Southern City

Minimal Contact With Own
Material

Impersonal description
of situations or self
as mediator of others'
conflict 1 5

Intellectual, abstract
definition 2

Symbolism unacknowledged 1 4

Subtotal: 4 13

Self Described in One Dominate
Single State

Vagu, confused, not under-
standing others motive, 3 4

Acknowledged fear, anxiety:

Avoidance 4

Being victimized, over-
powered, out of control
or frozen 4 4

Acknowledged anger, frus-
tration, resentment:

Getting my own way,
outsmarting 1 1

Being the villain,
guilty, wastingolinergy 4 2

Blaming the other 1

Subtotal: 21

Different.sted Responses

Description of both post-
'Ave and negati affect.

alternative responses,
stages

Sstbrot_l
NA (did noc turn in written responses?

TOTAL

41

3

13

3

a
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The collage and aelf-descriptiou activities were the beginning of

in introductory series of directions designed to set conditions for the

workshop which would allow participants to focus on their current

definitions, perceptions and feelings about the central concepts of the

workshop, and to take pleasure in and find something to feel pot about

in their responses. Knowing that many of the subsequent activities could

be interpreted by participants as occasions to feelth---,
down in comparison to their assumptions mid ideals about how people

"sty ild" behave and teelt we wanted to set conditions for them to

interpret their as gains, to learn from, rather than losses

to defend against and feel bad about. At the end of the sequence ye

eked them to compare their feelings it the beginning and the end of

his sequence of activities by Choosing from an open-ended list the

adjectives whili best described how they felt. In hoth 'sites the most

typi,a1 adjectives chosen to describe their initial responses were:

anxious, tense,JAeptical, andior uncertain; and on the opposite side of

the coin. also curious or interested. The most typical adjective choices

for "how I feel right now" kafter the exercise) were: happy, delighted,

contente_, relaxed, capable and/or relited; and on the opposite side of

the coin, a few (5 or 28 in Western Suburbia and 8 of 20 in Southern

City) a13oincluded either uncertain, anxious or skeptical in their list.

Table 4 imitates the relationships between the adjectives chosen to

describe the initial reap Re and those chosen to describe the present

moment after the completion of the introductcry series. ir Southern

City, seven members (as compared to two in Western Sc w,bia gave observ-
444.

able behavioral signs of anxiety, suspicion or resist: , yet did not

choose any such adjectives to describe their initial responses. Five
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were, at the end of the sequence, wil to choose "anxious" as one

self-description. The remain' two, and one of the two in Western

Suburbia, were unwilling to choose any descriptive adjectives at all at

either time.

Classification System for Analyzing, Written and Observed Responses

In the evaluation plan for this activity, we defined the focus of

our observations and analysis of participants behavioral and written

responses in terms of four types of responses to the teaching -leap(

situation.

"...If trainees save learned to take responsibility for
their own learnins, if they know how to use a learning
situation to their own advantage, if they are aware of
and able to take care of their anxieties, then they are
neither irrationally resistant nor do they simply copy
'the teacher.' In this case:

1. A person will show evidence of 'internalizing'
the leernings, e.g., building a more useful,
personal conception of conflict phenomena.

If the trainees are basically embedded in the strong
cultural norms that there is a 'right answer' and that
'learning' is 'being taught,' etc., a person may go in
one of three directions:

2. A person may focus attention on the 'teaching,'
arguing 'who's right,' by heckling, intellec-
tualizing, complaining, etc. (e.g., the
'teacher's' right answer' is 'wrong'). tar'

3 A person may focus his attention on the
'teaching' introjecting (6144,1owing whole) the
content d dutifully copying the 'teacher's'
recomnen tions (e.g., the 'teacher's' 'rig t
answer' f 'right'). Such identification

iced with energy, lead to the four
esponse.

A person may get a glimmer and begin to observe
and evaluate his social-survival behaviors, e.g.,



TABLE 4

Participant Comparisons of Their Responses at the Beginning
and At the End of the Introductory Series of Activities

Western Suburbia Southern City
(Na28)_ - (Ns30)

Adjectives Chosen to Describe
Initial Responses:

1. Acknowledgement of anxiety,
tension, suspicion:1

"Right now" choices includes 4

both positive and negative
adjectives

"Right no0" choices inclyde
only positive adjectives4

2, No adjectives.indicatiu
etc.,Z but observed sign

tension, resistance, su

Unwilling to choose
drscriptore at either me

CI don't remember, noth ng,
too tired, all the above")

"Right now" choices include
one descriptor acknowledging

anxi*ty, tension, suspicion

po ive adjectives
now" choices only

3. No adjectives indicating anxiety,
etc., 2 no observed signs of same:

"Right now" choices include 1

one descriptor acknowledging
anxiety, tension, Suspicion

15 17

1 2

-___ _. _"Right now" choices include 7- 6 3

only positive adjectives
/(

'
7-

1
The choices here include 2 to 5,0C the fol/owing: anxious, skeptical,

/

annoyed, tense, suspicious, reeistant, uncertain- -with or without other
choices such as curious, interested, calm, prepared, serious, etc.

`The choices here include: adequate, competent, pable, hippy, contented,

relaxed, relieved. calr, delighted, etc., and dnot include any of the

for fling: anxious; skeptical. tense,. suspicion, resistant, uncertain,
annoyt_, or fearful.
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focusing his attention on the internalization
process and evidencing some change relative to
the first four obj i s.

Most trainees can be expected to exhibit some behaviors
indiaative, of each of ;he four types of responses, at
different points, in difZerent degrees and with different
overall outcomes personally."'

In operationalizing these criteria using the actual content of

participant responses th,ughout the workshop, we have identified several

variations of the basic categories. In the first category, "Internalised

learning," we have focused primarily on the negotiative problem solving \
process. The basic personal growth dimensions of applying the concepts

of "conflict is" (e.g., it's okay; anger; resviment, withdritwel, etc.,

are natural, inevitable and to be used rather than overcome, avoided,

annihilated), "self-intereits are (e.g., others` don't want what you

want, don't value what you value, eta:, and those differences are to be

worked with as givens, not denied, ignoredAnnihilatTd, etc.) and

becoming adept in using self and situation in these trams are simply

beyond the scope of a five-day workshOpWithin the iontext of condi-

tions foi-uegofiations, in this works.4 in particular, and in response

to one's own behavior and observations in this setting, we did find-some

cases of significant use of such concepts. Whenever the person's

written responses, and his actual behavioral responses, gave evieince

of such integration-internalization, we coded his overall rebponse to

the specific workshop activity he was engaged in as "developing a

personal definition." Specifically, then, this category means "the

participant shows in writing a behavior evidence of buiiTiiii-sefui

1

Taken from the Evaluation Design for Social Conflict b Negotiative
Problem Solving, Improving Teaching Competencies Program, Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon, March 1976, page 19.
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personal definition of conflict phenomena in the context of this

situation:"
I

"4 ,In line with our expectations, we did not observe any response where

a participant working outside of the negotiation conditions was able to

produce an integrated personal definition of the basic conflict

phenomena. We did find, however, a wcslth of evidence of self- observation

and change in perceptions grand these phenomena. Even when the iustru-

lentation (the questioni and their format) focwd attention on

describing examples of such language) as "target and minimum position,"

"concessiod," "diagnosis,"'etc., some participants were able and swilling

to break the bounds of "teacher's expectations" (as exemplified in the

items as) to observe and evaluate their social survival behavior in

the setting. These types of responses took two forms.. On the one hand

some were clear, direct, straightforward statements indicating that the

participant was, at that moment, fully aware of and working on his/her

own material without defeLaiveness or mislabeling. In other cases, the

statement obviously referred to how the person was behaving and the

feelings, perceptions, motives udaerlying the response, but the statement

was garbled, convoluted, muddy, etc., indicating he/she was having trouble

getting things sorted out, labeled and intelligible, We categorized

these responses, in the first case, as "self-observation," and in the

second, "unclear self-observations."

We discovered three forms in which participants responded at the

level of "learning the concepts," identifying with and practicing the

"teacher's" language. At a high 1ev21 of energy investment, the parti-

cipant followed directions and referred to the materials, language And

skills, describing the event and behaviors in these terms- While these-.
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responses involve little self-insight with respect to feelings, motives

or perceptions, there is high energy shown in complete, answers and

adequate, if'not completely accurate, descriptions using,the language of

the workshop. At the next level of involvements, still, however, working

with the experience rather than against it, we found some responses which

were simply descriptions of actual occurrences with little energy put

into labeling, classifying or using the workshop language. On the

tap/osite side of the Lein, a few participants on some occasions gave

obviously inaccurate observationi-i-Inislabiling or denyinewhat had

happened. These latter responses most often occurred when the pazpon

was highly defensive about some behavior which he/she felt to be a viola-

tion of the "rules oflhe'game" or of his/her own or other's expectations

in the context of th:NNInt. In order,'we classified these three forms

as "gworkinillhthesmem" "observation of events," and "inaccurate .

observation."

We observed two forms in ich the primary involvement of the partic-

ipant was in his/her o stance. In one case, participants essen-

tially "went thro :h the motions." They exhibited and expressed low

involvement; their writings contained some minor complaints, and for the

most part less than three word responses to any questions. Their hand-

writing was often illegible, as if whatever they put down didn't matter,

just as long as tilt, turned in a form. Written responses of this type

were supported by observations that the person during that activity was

not actively disruptive nor avoidant. They were present, they followed

directions, but took little active part. They were observed to fiddle

with things, sit back out of discussions, have trouble keeping focused.

Their eyes wandered, they wiggled around, or sat listless, etc. In the



second case, there were several participants, specifically in Southern

City, who were actively disruptive or resistant. Not only were their

written responses either stingy or a complete copy of someone else's

work, they interrupted others, did outside work during the course of

activities, left the room and stayed out for the duration of some

activities, heckled, complained and took no responsibility for their own

behavior. These two forms were categorized "passive resistance" end

"active resistance."

In Southern City we observed one other response which cannot be

classified individually in the above categories. During the simulated

negotiation rounds, same teams chose to work together and each member's

writings are a direct copy of every other members'. Where this occurred

it is impossible to tell from our observations whose work was germinal.

In these cases the individual responses, except where thg person was

actively resistant, cannot be categorized for involvement or learning.

The written work from these groups has been classified in the appropriate

category taking into account the observations made of the group as it

worked, but bracketedirather than attributed to specific individuals on

the team.

Differentiation AcLivities

Before looking in more detail at the negotiation rounds and responses

toLthe particular training device, we want to go back to the chronology

and observe happened after the introductory activities discussed

earlier.

A.s..0 have seep, in both sites the workshop got off to a good start.

The beginning activities not only broke the ice and reduced the initial

anxiety, but provided a clear focus on the 'central issue--conflict--and
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allowed participants to relax and accept where they were. The rest of

the first day included two role plays and a questionnaire, all, designed

to help participarits begin to differentiate their perceptions and con-

ceptualization of their responses and compare and contrast their ideas

with those of others. By the end of the day resistance was beginning to

crystalize around the technique of role playing. In Southern City we had,

in addition to the "normal" resistance to change and the hard work of

getting clear about what's actually going on in interpersonal situations,

the resistance of unwilling participants focusing their resentment on

the activity and trainers, where it is relatively safe to complain, .

rather than on the'"cause," those who had decided for them what they

would have to engage in as a personal change effort. While at the end

of the day the written material indicates about the same amount of passive

resistance at both sites, in response to the second role play we find in

Southern City there are only four responses indicating self-observation

or development of personal definitions compared to ten in Wes-,.ern

Suburbia. Since the form of these responses is somewhat limiting, ask-

ing the participant to respond to concepts rather than hisiher experience,

it is not surprising that the majority of responses lake a form other

than self-observation. Specifically, we see in Table 5 the difference

in the two sites.
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TABLE 5

Comparison of Responses to Tote II in
Southern City and Western Suburbia

Active Resistance

a

Western Suburbia Southern Cit!

-- 1

Passive Resistance 1 2

Observation of the
Event; Inaccurate
Observation 3 13

Working With the
Concepts. 11 6

Unclear Self -

Observation 2 3

Self-Observation 8 3

Personal
Definition 2 1

*Guz person absent for the afternoon.

Four of the twenty-eight-Western Suburbia participants (14%) are not

working on either the concept.or their own-behavior at the-end of this

trole play compared to 53% (16 of 29) of the Southern City participants.

In both workapops half the group was involved in a noisy, highly

emotional, power-play by the status-quo advocates in which participants

had good reason to avoid taking responsibility for their responses by

"blaming" them on "this isn't reality; it was all a game." And in both

cases also, the other half played out the situation with strategy

planning by the "underdogs" to equalize the power and gain recognition.

Thus, though the actual behaviors and responses, in the two sites were

quite similar, participants' willingness to examine that behavior, or to

ignore and disown it, was different. The total situation, inyluding
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history. prevai14e.tmosphere, and the presence or absence of ongoing'

interdependences among members can thus be seen to affect and even

override the best learning design devised a priori.

The second morning's activities provide adgood example of the effect

of sequencing on participant responses. The morning begins with an intro-7

duction to the mythical society of NOG which forms the constraints and

parameters for the subsequent negotiation rounds. Included in this

introduction is a guided fantasy. Seven Southern City participants were

resisting at this point and complaining about "'fairy tales' or 'playing

games' instead of talking about real problems we have." Every other

participant in both sites got involved and took on the roles they had

chosen, responding to the fantasy by elaborating the feelings, motives

and perceptions appropriate to their position on the "island of NOG."

Overseaers (analogous o administrators in the educational system)*

responded with perce ions of their push-pull position between the

Outside (community) and the Toles (teachers) and Pauns (students), their

position of power and control, their economic concerns, and their desire

to keep the system working smoothly. Toles responded with perceptions

of economic hardship, need to organize and equalize power, their desire

to nurture Pauns and reduce their overload. Pauns responded with percep-

tions of favoritism in Toles and Overseaers, desire to influence their

own nurturance, fears of leaving the island or anticipation of achieve-
.

ment on the Outside. and desires to have a voice in deciding their future

fate. Against their backdrop of the fantasy and its arousal of\ personal

motives, participants were nex.. asked to engage in an activity called

V
"Selection of ..4 Outstanding Paun." This exercise was designed to

permit participants to plan, try out, observe.and analyze the operation
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of various forms of power and power strategies. By design there were

four central issues over which members of the various groups could

attempt to exert control: the nomination of a particular individual,

the procedmre for selection or nomination, <he criteria for selection or

choice of nominee, and the composition of the committee controlling the

selection process.

In both sites the participants used the cover of the.selecrion

process to attempt to work out bargains around the larger issues in the

simulation arqused by the fantasy. The Overseaers major concern was

economics and they attempted to use the threat of no raises to'sway the

Toles; thePauns threatened to strike if pod (class) sizes were not

reduced; the Toles tried to wan_ipulate the.Overseaers into supporting

Purple Peens so they could, with controlling votes in the committee,

trade the selection of a Purple Paun for economic gain, These bynaaics
A

were very strong in. Southern_ City and fairly muted except between the

Toles and Overseaers roles in Western Suburbia. In- Southern City the

only one of the intended issues which was at all attended to was the

criteria of Maize versus Purple Paun. The committee laid out its criteria

and procedures during the first planning period, publicized these and

from then on they were essentially taken fowanted. In Western Suburbia

the committee members who were Tole representatives, under the definition

of the situation provided by the Overseaer member, relinquished their

allegiance to their group and consolidated the committee's power. Only

one issue, t nominee, was a focus of strategy by the other groups.

Here the Purple Pi.uns chose disruption and demonstrations to publicize

their nominee, t-:e Maize Pauns attempted to get the Toles to "do their

traditional duty" and take care of them, while the Toles and Overseaers
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were side-tracked over salary negotiations under the table. In both

workshops, one or more members of each role group, except thr committee,

were observed to behave as if they were ski loose ands. They Were neither

actively invoi wed nor did they seem to be particularly observant of what

was going on while those who chose "wheeler- dealer" roles_were off about

their machinations. While these latter individulls ,emed relatimey

clear about what they were trying to do, the debriefing which followed

showed that few of the other participants had any analytic clarity about

the strategies employed. Even when the component,actions wet* described,

lebles.were misapplied more than accurately used. In both-workshops.

the trainers had to provi4e most of the labeling and probe to get the

relevant information into some semblance of clarity. The teaching role

of the-trainers in this debriefing is a prime example of the data

supporting the necessity of highly qualified teachers for the success

cf this workshop. Participants' reflections on the experience indicated

that the debriefing activities had indeed enabled them to begin to sort,

label and develop definitions of power phenomena,

While it is not the only factor in the situation, the preceding

fantasy activity and its motive arousal is undoubtedly one fac'"r in the

diffusion of focus in this exercise. As a result of the fantasy.

participantO' energy was directed to issues and motives more central to

upcoming negotiations, rather than to the commii.tee's position, activities

and procedures -. Only those playing the roles of Maize and Purple Pauns

were efiergized by the presumed favoritism of the Toles for Maize Pauns

and their low power position, in the face of the ,oncentration of the

other two groups' attention on ocher issues, was sufficient to result in

dither rather than any effective planning relative to the committ e's
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activities. Th...i what happened was equally "useable" data fot an analysis

of the power dynamics is unquestioned. The point is, however, that the

review and debriefing focus in the materials and the develops:- traineri

expectations were not, in these workshops, as tightly tied to the actaal

dynamics as they night have been and this did not help the participant

to focus on and clarify what was in fact going on until the debriefir3

was well underway.

This particiler event is a particularly good example of the

intricate desitn issues involved in the developrit of any kind of

training and of the necessity foi all involved to be aware of the

"imaginary" audiences and events which guidetheir work. The fantasy

WA, designed to do exactly what it did--get participants em,.-ionally

involved in the roles.

Introducin the Si- elation

With the conclusion of the power exercise, the negotiation

simulation got underway in earnest. At this -tme participants were

asked to divide into the two role groups of Toles and Oversesers. They

were given the explicit briefings for their negotiating roles. Including

the parameters for economic and noneconomic issues. In Southern City

participants were led through the use of the agreement forms and into a

practice round to gain f, miliarity with the materials and procei.uree,

The trainers were active the whole time answering questions, giving

dez,nstrations, explaining c &lculations, etc. After the free-wheeling

manipulations, offers and counter-offers, threats and persuasions that

characterized the power exercise, the onstricrions of the negotiation

parameters and confrontation with the need to balance budgets,

multiple yariables, etc., hit ,many parricIpantg ,Osit where



'.tall.. to --Irk. self-putdowns ("I can't do math," "I ion't

understand," "this is so confrsing") and the already existing resistance

or some members to role playing permeated 61e afternoon, while some

were able to say, at the end of the day, "I was surprited that I cou"

understand and work with the figures after all," more were inained to

wonder what all this had to do with "conflict," anyway.

Is the Weotern Suburbia workshop the afternoon session was

redesigned. Each trainer met with on". of V_ two role groups

and held a coaching session. Starting with the briefings and a sheet

identifyit)g the issues, each group was led t%rossh an analysis of the

re:ationship between EL "figures" ar- the inourlying issues to be

negotiated from their own group's self-interest. Relationships among

parameters. trade off decisions, and strategies were central items of

these discussions. Then, three "cases" or examples of agreements as

exempl"ied in completed forms were reviewe,! before partici -Its were

. askeJ to work out the calculations for a sample sgreeme..c. alt was only

after this coaching session that teams were formed and a short negetia-

tIon sample round was held. Responses of particit. at ;.,e end

ed 4 much better grasp, not only of the materials to be used, but

their relevance to working on negociat1c.n skills am the concepts of

self- interest, power and conditions for different approaches to conflict.

This redesign is undoubtedly ore factor in the subsequent differences

between the responses of participants rewotiation rounds in the

tre sited.

Both designs, that used in Southern City and that,sed in 'western

-his, require an active-trainer thOtL Iv familiar with the

noted the concepts under,Yir. t em and the typical response range



of partic4,pants. In the Southern City design, the trainers, because

they are plazed in a primarily responsive position with individuals or .

teams, are required to field not only repetitive requests for informs-

- t-on. clarification, assistance and support, but also heckles, complaints,

maeipulative depenoencies and the like masquerading as "needs to know."

In the Western Suburbia design, the trainers have much more control-

over the flow and logical timeliness of their respcnses, can use the

resources of the entire role group to respond to resistances and can

provide support for individuln who are, in their confusion or sense of

inadequacy, avoiding getting involved in the learnint sperience.

Strategies Used in Resp ondiag1921.'anflict in the Simulation.

The overall strategies and operating definitions of the situation

adopted by the various negotiating teams in both workshops provide not

only microcosm' examples of th- central workshop concepts in operation,

but additional data on the cJntext for participant learnings.

If we look at the response twterno by negotiating teams in the two

workshops as shown in Tables and 7, several things stand Jut.

Despite loss of team members, teams 5 and in Southern City

parallel, in their responses, teas 7 and 8 in Western Suburbia. The

ins -fictions of these pairs of teams were observed to be closest of any

to our conception of the negotiattvvietoblem solving process. It

Western Suburbia, teams ') and 6 are a !lose second. They, too, were

observed to be actively engaged in working through the differences bailr

Into the two sfmulation roles. After round 2, team 2 (Western Suburbia)

had a ,hauge of personlel. ConJ member returned after being III +n

another, who had e able It for the c,rientatIon and who, !uring rounds

and 2, supported third .T.,';:mber's somewhat pjayi..I renistanc to
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TABLE 7

Response Patterns Over Time
(Southern City Participants by Team)
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the simulation siwition, had to drop out. From this point onward, that

team and its. opponent, team 1, were observed to also be actively working

With the Materials- Thie shift was clearly evident in the written

materials produced by team 2 members. In Soul tern City, team 11 lost

its entire team of opponnts when they were pulled out of the workshop.

One of the developmenr staff, who was serving as an observer, was

recruited to fill in as the "other team." Though the three members of

team 11 continued to work jointly and turn in duplicate written work,

the content and style of the writing, as well as their observed behavior

and spontaneoes co,..ments during debriefing sessions, indicated,high

involvement and increasing clarity about the negotiation process. One

member of this team was the only other individual in the Southern City

workshop to begin to formulate personal definitions of the central

concepts. Southern -City teams 7 and 8 were the only remaining teams in

that workshop to respond nd in any way near the involvement and focus Oh

the workshop. situation and materials that was the rule in Western

Suburbia.

Some teams allowed their opponents' definition of the situation to

hold sway not only unquestioned, but eagerly welcomed as.a "way out" of

the hard work of developing an alternative definition and bargaining

position from their own self-interest and value point of view. For

example. team 10 in Western Suburbia was faced in the first round with

a "master plan" developed by team 9, With minor variations to meet new-

conditions or constraints introduced in the form o' messages from their

constituent groups (trainer interventions reinforcing each role's

different self-tntkrest perspective), this p an formeed-T,,he context for

all subsequent agreement tieten the two teams. After round one, these
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two teems concluded their deliberations before the allowed negotiation

time period was ha4f -way completed. One member of each team spent the

remainder of the time completing the forms, writing message? to their

"organizations" justifying the agreement reached, and then, with their

teammates, moved into individuailhork or team review. The other

members of these two teams tended to sit quietly by themselves, reading

or daydreaming when not actively engaged by their partners. Except for

one of the master elan originators, the other members of these two teams

had difficulty accurately using the labels and language of the workshop

In describing their decision and planning process. One chose to settle

for complaints about trainer issues with low energy investment in any

work with the concepts. As far as the content parameters of the simula-

tion went, these teams fared pretty well. The master plan, though

developed from and favoting the self-interest position of the Overseaers,

was not grovsly unfair. to the other team, made good use of the economic

posibilities built into the simulation, and allowed some flexibility in

adjusting trade offs to rectify imbalances which emerged as the rounds

progroseed. In terms of learning outcomes, the one member who actually

carried out most of the work, ae we observed it, made significant

progress to developing_piTsonal definitions, to the_point of acknowledging

that it was his/her team's exercise of power that prqvided the definition

of the situation '=filch guided the entire process. Other members were

able or unwilling to accept this insight, clinging to their content

definition of "the best resPlt for all."

Another form in which one team 'n or one member's definition of the

situation waa allowed to hold and eagerly accepted occurred In the work

of teams 3.3d 4.in Southern City. Here the first roi.nd work came up
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just short cf impasse. Neither side was willing to budge from hardline

positions. At the beginning of the second round, all members acknowledged

that they were at impasse, and described the conflict in their summary-

writing. At the point in the interaction where they were preparing their

Nitrate positions and agreeing to call Zor arb_ 7ation, one member

suddenly saw a way out. In an almost classic example of the flight

response to interpersonal :.ension, his member dramatically announced

that the conflict was due to unwarranted manipulation by the "outside"

(e.g., the trainers). Taking the difference in the mess =ages each team

receixed from their constituent groups as evidence, this member con4.
4

vinced the other team that the."outsiders" were playing "dirty pool"

and "pitting us igainst one another to ruin NOG." From this point on

the two teams coalesced into a single unit to develop and act out an

-elaborate fantasy of building a '.,1f-sufficient economy on NOG and

d ring war on the "outside." At no tqme after this round did any

er of either team deal with,refining or expanding their understanding

of, or responses to, the workihop concepts or dynamics. One member of

'these teams was, in fact,'almost continuously absent, returning to sit

with the others only when an activity enaed and newodirections were

about to be given. The written work this member turned in was copied

word for word from another member without even one phrase representing

his/her own statement.

A third form in which one team's definition of the situation was

the deciding factor in the negotiations process and outcome operated

for more subtly than either of the two examples above, A good example
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of how participants wielded control 4n less than obvious ways is what

etween teams 3 and 4 in Western Suburbia. In both teams there

4- .

waS semi'Ampial difficulty getting hold of the simulation parameters- -
0

wtilat issues were represented by which indicators, how parameters fit

togethe-, etc. What was important in each case, however, was the defi-

nition of the situation which several members care J over from the

fantasy activity. The two members of et Tole team put together their

ideas that (a) "making Paws rare will make them sore valuable" and (b)

"quality nurturance means controlling the number of Pauns raised" into

an implication that "purchasing barks is bad for Toles." The two

members of the Overseaer team put together their ideas that "we are in

danger of being recalled from this island for not doing a-good job" and

"Overseaers need to control the pocketbook" into a low risk "we can't

afford to displease the Outsiders" strittegy. Despite numerous protes-

tations and figurings about how to 'safely" get a bark, and how to

increase Tole numbers and salaries to accommodate and provide high

quality nurturan' to the additional Pauns another bark would mean,

these teams never did get around to agreeing to purchasing a bark.

Their original definitions of what .'as impor ant--essentially meaning

holding the economy at status quo w trying to juggle figures to

keep from losingagroune prevailed in every round in the face of all

subsequent data. Given the fact that the Overseaers could not act on

thef.r desire to purchase a bark without displeasing their outside con-

stituency unless the Toles agreed to lay off Toles and cut salaries,

and the Toles could no' raise the number ,of Toles employed and increase

salaries to accommodate additional Pauns and still support pqrchasing

a bark, their original definitions kept both teams locked into
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conservative sssepggiet. By the second round, th y were both aware of

each other's unWiIlti g s4 to work out a give and take, long-term trade

off and "paired up." They ,tbk the position, 'We're all good guys

working hard to get along and do the best for NOG, but 'they' (the

Outsiders) just make it impossible. They've got to help out." From

here they convinced each other that the simulation constraints allowed

them t float a loan and they worked out joint position in:which they

would support the purchase of two barks by a loan against future income

from the Outside. Two members at the end of the round privately wrote

their belief that this was an unworkable idea (e.g... they "knew" it was

outside the limits) and a third expressed grave doubt's, Yet, to avoid

the essential confrontation with each other and their own "no risk"

definitions, all eagerly went along with Lb* idea. When this failed,

the" ended the third round at impasse and went to arbitration.. By the

end of the fourth round they still had not worked out the bark purchase

and were losing ground badly in maintaining the status quo. Only one

member of either team was able to get close to an accurate analysis of

their process or to acknowledge the control they actually exerted over

what happened.

A fourth pair of. teams, teams 11 and 12 in Western Suburbia, took

a different tack in their response to the conflicts built the'

simulati, While Western Suburbia teams 9 and 10 took a best way"

as defined by one team, approach, teams 3 and 4 io this site took a

"maintain the status quo" approach, and Southern C earns 3 took

a "let's get together and fight or ignore the system" approach, Western

Suburbia teams 11 and 12 seemed to be operating on a basic assumption

that any suggestion of differences was in and of itself bad, unte:lable
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and intolerable. During round one they were, for the most part, unwilling

to join the issues. Of the five members, only two stuck out the negotia-

tion round, the other three left the table to sit in a nearby part of

the room doing some calculations for the other two, but mostly engaged

in chatter or discussions of previous reading materials. There were

several errors in the agreement forms tLrned in. In the second round

they discovered they were going to have to do aomething.or come out in

trouble in comparison to other teams on the content of their agreements.

At this point they moved into a collaboracee "let's get the but solu-

tion to this problem we all have in common" approach. In this case, it

was a member of the Tole team rather than an Oversewn' who provided the

framework and did most of the figuring for the next two rounds. It was

not until the fourth round than any member of either team was willing

to join the issues and bargain over the differences in self-interest.

This aroused the resentment of other members and caLsed the Tole team

to split into factions. That fiction which continued to define the

problem' as a collaborative one joined .ith the Overseaers to produce the

agreement, At the end of the round, the resentment and feelings of

betrayal on the-part of those members who were unwilling to Ionrk in

other than a "we're c-e big happy family" fashion was strongly expressed

in their writing. They interpreted. the behavior and perceptions of

those who wanted to, and tried to, bargain over the differences in self-

interest between the two teams as "taking a hard line" and "playing a

win-lose strategy. though they were also willing to describe their

anger and relate it to their own discomfort wish interactions other

than collaborative, a sel -observation clearly in line with the wor,.b.hop

intent. member of the dissident faction came out of 'here
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negotiation roundslrith a fairly well developed set of personal defini-

tions of the central workshop concepts, and able to use the workshop

o accurately describe the process and approaches these teams

had used.

Of all the teams in these two workshops, only one pair chose an

outright win-lose strategy. During the first round, Southern City teams

9 and 10 came to a verbal agreement before the recess. When they recon-

vened, the Overseaer team had had time to calculate the implications and

came in saying they couldn't hold to that position, they needed to con-

tinue the negotiations. The Tolus took this as a breach of faith. They

also found the Overseaers new position untenable and the more they talked

the more inflexible each side became. The Toles struck.. In the second

round, both teams refused to bargain even on the preliminary issue of

which table to sit at Co conduct their meeting. Neither side was willing

or able tglpropose a compromise that would allow he other to "save face"

rather than capitulate completely. In the third round the Toles, for all

intents and purposes, gave in, accepting the Overseaers' terms. Having

initially defined the situation as win-lose, both aides viewed the move
1

to get together to wtirk out an agreement as "losing" and to the winner

went the spoils. Two members ended the workshop with some degree of

understanding of their own contribution to this process, three were able

to use the experience to begin to focus on the underlying concepts and

one remained stuck in his/her denial of the actual events.

Taking all thi evidence into account, bush what we observed

actually happening; and participant observations, analvsis and self-

discoveries. is is apparent that the simulation teas effective in
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producing interpersonal situations and responses which match and

exemplify the concepts discussed in the theory papers. Teams and

individuals did negotiate, collaborate, play a win-lose strategy. They

4

did use a variety of the forms and strategies of power discussed; they

did fall into the diagnostic traps described, or use the concepts to

work out satisfactory agreements. They acted on their own perceptions,

needs and motives to avoid, or approach, conflict in the ways described.

Some were able to acknoiledge and describe theiv own responses, others

were able to describe the events using the concepts, a few were able to

expand their definitions and their.repertcire, a handful remained to

theend resistant and "going through the motions."

There is no possibility of doubting that the outcomes produced in

Southern City were signifiCantly affected by the conditions under which.

the workshop was held and. it is quite likely that the design change for

the orientation to and initial .uvolvement.ALpe simulation also affected

the more consistently positive outcome in Western Suburbia. While it is

likely, that no orientation design for this particular simulation could

have completely surfaced and put r good.use th sistances to "not

dealing with real problems like ours" 'which characterized a strong

minority of the Southern City participants, tt is also likely that had

we h&d the foresight to redesign the orientation earlier, some of the

flight behavior observed might well not have occurred and participants

may have been able to make better use of the simulation's oppqrtunities

for learning.

The two major factors which, from our observattions and from parti-

cipant responses, seem at this point to be drawbacks of the NOG simula-

tion, are first, the high e.-,ergy investment required to get into it and
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carry out the mathematics and second, its focus on an analogy to contract

negotiations. Some participants get lost in the math, at least initially,

losing sight of the issues which the math represents, and others describe

the translation and generalizatl,n from contract negotiations into more

"everyday" forms of intergroup, inteepereonal self-interest and value

idifferences as difficult for them to get hold of. During the pilot

development period, not only was an extensive search for available simu-

lations made, but the most likely of existing possibilities were actually

tried in an attempt to select a training situation with not only a

clarity of focus in terms of the concepts and participant energy use,

but also a high match to the criteria established for the skill building

portion .)f the workshop. Each of the other stiulations used were found

to diffuse focus and to be unsuitable low trainer interventions. The

NOG simulation and the use of examples of actual events and interactions

within it in the theory papers has produced the clearest, most consistent

and coherent total training event in the workshop mode we have developed

in the !mproving Teaching Competencies Program, including Research

Utilizing Problem Solving (RUPS) and its focus around Mr./Mrs. Jones'

problem. The trainer skill level in using the conceptual framework to

guide interventions and responses to participant questions, requests

for help, etc., is however, higher than that required by either RUPS,

Interpersonal Communications (IPC) of the Group Process Skills (CPS)

workshop.

Given the experience we have had to date, we see the potential for

developing an "improved" simulation (e.g., one that would be as effective

in its clarity, consistency with the theoretical and conceptual materials,

and in creating the conditions for the emergence of actual interperso
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situations and participant responses we want to focus on) responsive to

these drawbacks. Such a simulation would create -a very similar event

with the issues cast in nonquantitStive terms and out of ale "contract"

context. Houevc., at this time we do not see any support for this work

going forward in the context of, crating "packabid training, materials."

Given the reality of current lack of continuing support for develop-

ment efforts, and the unavilleuility of existing alternative simulations,

we cannot teat the et.-.'tiveness of the NOG simulation against An alter-

nate, equally powerful training design. We have ,described the operation

of NOG in. actual use and the outcomes which result; we. are unable to

answer the question, "Is this as good as something else'" We can only

say it is the best way we have found so far.

Summariaina the Experience

The last day of the workshop included a number of review and

integration activities involving individual, team and cross-teats

analysis as well as a total group debriefing led by the trainers. The

first of these activities asked each participant to describe specific'

behaviors of the team they negotiated with and specific events in the

ne,otiationa which illustrated the concepts dealc with in the workshop.

The work form asked for examples of how the opposing, .cam used, and

failed' to use power; times when they were clear, and unclear, et ut

self-Interests.; examples of baegaining strategies used; use and non-use

of the negotiative problem solving process. of collaborative strategies

and of win-lose strategies. etc. In Southern City, four tea=s chose

to work jointly in completing this activity, whi!i! all of the We5trn

Suburbia participants chose to follow the direction to vork



:ABLE 8

Responses Made When Describing Opponent Team's
Behavior Durlag NOG Simulation

Active Resistance

We .11 Suburbia Southern City

Passive Resistance 3 34.(2)
1

Inaccurate Observation (3)

Observation of Events 6 64(3)

Working With Concepts 13

'.:nzlear Self-Observation

self-Observation

Perliunal DefinitiLn 24-(3:

1

) m, Number of persons involved in jointly producing a single set of
responses. No :lassification by indi9idual possible.

In Table 8 we see the distrtbut.ion of these responses. b" site,

Cato the key analyti: categories. At both sites :one of the res

indicative of resistance or inaccurate observation, whether made by

individuals or by several persons working jointly, occurred in teams

developed 4 primarily negotiative av7=,Acn to the problem of

reaching agre.cient. In Southern City, individuals -:ho were membera

teams which developed no clearly recognizable approach dur.ng an: of the

coonds were most likely responses indicating resistance

tion4. Of the te:I persons in these teams,

either iliviJually or ,!)intiv wrote 4:W/or behave.. in thet.° ways while

only ;:ere willing to attemr1 :1.Q concepts presented. These

we believe, are related to the -,-o:,_;istent resistance of one Jr

more me,-..7-2.rs vac!

Co

.01rs .ns involved. The attito&-s an

..4



behav:ors if tno,e individuals, gi,.q1 the of a:4 inca(f group

participaIng.ntn-voluntarily, created a context within which prvviding

a.:co feedback and seriously relating the cem.epts 0 the behavi;Jri

and events would have required an insulation from per resent It that

few individuals in an intact work group can sustain.

Among these final activities was one which did result in all but

one merrier of the Southern City workshop doing t",Lir own work. At the

beginning of the fins. afternoon, after spending the morritng in

debriefing activities including a total group fishbowl discussion with

the trainers. part t,; were asked to take time .o write responses

ic a work form asking them to summarize am: provioe examples of their

understanding of and experiences with the concepts presented curing the

kshcp. Table 9 summar;,:.ea the tray participant;, responded during this

activity according :c the key anatvtic categories.

TABLE 9

Responses to Key Conctpts Activity

4estern Suburbia ffia25

Acti-e Resistance

Passive 2ssisrance

Inaccurate lbservation

Observation of Events

Working With Concept,

Cnrlear Se1f-(%1-AervatIn

ce:.

z,nal 'nefi <tr t=n

One ;:erson ollserve.!

copy ot won< torms.
714teri%:,, r

ty 24*1

1



while =54 of th. Southern City porticiparts were unwill .1g to work

y w4th either the w4rkshop concepts or their own behavior during

this activity. it is instructive to see thit only one member of the teams

which did nor develop A clear strategy during any rouo4 remained unWill-

ing to be engaged. The shift from working as a group to working individ-

ually. and from providing direct description and feedback to each other

to wt71,ing their own feelings, observations, percepions for themselves

iallowed membeis Tm begin to sort out and make use of the experience they

d had. With this one excotption, in both workshops the respols9. to this

activity which indicated resistance. and/or deacriptlon without much atten-

tion to contA4t development, were confined to members of groups which

developed either a collaborative or wic-ise strategy during the simulation.

Every participant who was a member of iNteam developing a negotiative

approach during the simulation was observed, in his/her vgriting behav-

t,7r, to be actively working on either the conceptual material or his/her

obit 'tehavior during the workshop. !rt sum, 88Z of the participants in

Wetiterb Suburbia and 751 in Southern City were actively engaged in using

The workshop experiences for their own learnin2 4 " = -ing this activity.

End of t+orkshap Evaluations

It has become traditional in the Impro.ring Tescning Competencies

Program to concl...de workshops with a final questionnaire asking part.ic-

ipar.ts to rate the experience on a number of dimensions. rble 10 shows

the ,:istr:.bition of responses in the two workshop sites.

This workshop demands a great deal from the participant and that

demand is reflected, ah we expected, in these ratings. While responses

during the :710-kshop to the ma.;,:r theory paper. were almost uniformly

stnements describing specific insjghts gained and expresstng appreciation
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of the clarity of the writing. the overall ratings of the materials

was less positive. In Southern City 504; and Western Suburbia 55% of

the participants rated the workshop materials (including work forms and

exercises) as 5 or 6 on sa six-point scale of clarity. It is, we suppose,

the simulation forms that'are the focus for the lower ratings compared

to the major theory papers.

The differences between two workshops are r'f =reed in the

ratings on challenge, worthwhileness and pacing. Consistent with the

conditions unrler which the workshop was held, participants in Western.

Suburbia wire uniformly positive in their rating on worthwhileuesa and

challenge, with the percentage of 5's and 6's (high scores)- (82%)

comparable to the ratings obtained in other Improving .eaching Compe-

tencies Program's workshops. In contrast, one quarter (25Z) of the

Southern City participants felt the workshop ws more boring than

challenging and less.than moderately worthwhile. The differences on

the pacing scale are reflective, we believe, of the differential

commitment tc involvement and learning in the two sites. Half of the

Southern City participants ir'tcated they wanted to move faster, while

only one of the 22 responding participants in Western Suburbia reported

feeling this way. This is a not rprisirg difference given the observe

and previously noted differences in the way participants used their time

duringlthe workshop. Persons who, for whatever reason, are having

._rouble focusing their energy into the particular activity or event

occurring at the moment will invariably describe their feeling as one of

boredom, and of wishing the activity was over with. Southern City

participants were far more likely to be interrupted in their work, both

by other participants not in their own work group and by persons who
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were nit a part a' the workshop at all. In addition, they were more

Likely. to experience other members' resistance competing for their

attention. Off -the- subject comments and conversations, movements

around the room, a ll as the normal ebb and flow of work in their

own group contribute to an atmosphere, as described in the earDer

chapter, of having to work against the tide to make progress. Vestern

Suburbia participants, in contrast, were, with the etre:Isar focus and

absence of interruptions characteristic of this group, more jikily to

experience having insuffieler. time to complete an activity to their

smisfaction.

The negoriative problem solving model and conflict as a focus have

sot been .entral to, and in some cases not inclAed in, the conceptuali-

zation and training used in other Improving Teaching Competencies

Program vork. We asked participants at the end of these workshops to

make a statement conecrnine, where they felt this training fit in the

scope of things needing to be done to improve edlcation. -hree persons

in the Southern City site felt the wnrkshop itself was undesirable

because of the simulation. Of the remainder, 50Z in both sites felt

the work-hop was essential for persons trying to improve educaLlon and

themselves as educators. Those rating it as desirable but not essential

were also likely Zo attribute their rating to the simulation's focus on

an analogy to contract negotiations. Unlike those rejecting thill train-

ing strategy out of hand, the statements here were likely to include a

commentary 06 the inportanec of understanding the role of power and self-

interest In probkm solving and/or on the importance of being able to

define a s4-uation in economic terms, and also to "see through" the

economics to the issue,: in mak4ng significant educational advances.
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In sum, then, at the end of the workshop, about 82 of the Western

Suburbia participants, for whatever reason, were finding it difficult

to put energy into finding something worthwhile for themselves in the

ideas presented and experiences they had had during the week. This

perceig, ,e is fairly typical in the level of training this program

zOresents. In Southern City, where Ole conditions under which the work-

shop was held were difficult at best, this peicentage tripled to about

251 At the other extreme, about 202 of the Western Suburbia partici-

pots were actively internalizing and budding their own defiditions of

the concepts out o' these experiences with this percentage cropping to

about 10 in Southern City. The remainder, in both'sites, were engaged

in working with the materials presented or with their own peiCeptions

and responses during the experiences. These results seem to us to speak

well for the quality of the experience as an opportunity for educators

to become involved in learning about an aspect of the human condition

widely'neglectea *scent in rhetoric.
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CHAPTER 4

WORKSHOP INSTALLATION, by Gary Milczarek

Our experience in designing and field testing the SCOPS workshop has

led us to make a number of recommendations concerning the installation of

the workshop. In this chapter we will summarize these recoumendetions and

present the experience and rationale on which we Wise them, We will. begin

with a short description ,f installation procedures for then 'Les

presented.in this report.

For each of the workshops conducted we have depended on the resources
and help of a local representative of the field test population. We hags

Air
called this role "the_ installer." "The installer had responsibility

obtaining appregml and sup?ort of the necessary district decision makers,

recruiting and orienting participants and making all necessary arrangements

for facilities and scheduling of the workshop. We provided the installer

with a set of guidelines and a brochure describing the workshop as well as

a letter introducing prospective participants to the workshop.

The installer for the first workshop site,- Southern City, was the

director of administrative staff developmefit fnr the local school district.

He had previously'cOntacted NWREL about the ITCP workshops and several

workshops had been conducted in 'tie area. Thus, a working relationship was

already established. The ITCP director of field relations contacted the

installer about conducting a fC&NPS workshop in the school district. In

August 1976, the representative specifically requested that we conduct our

10
workshop as part of a more extensive program of their own to train a cadre

of teachers who would temporarily replace other teachers who participated

In the district staff development activities.
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The Western Suburbia site was the site of of oL,r previous SC S

workshops. The Installer for this site had assisted us with this and

several other ITCP workshops and was aware that other educators had become

interested in attending a SCOPS workshop following the first. We asked

cne of our staff to present a short trcining session about conflict for

some district administrators. The response to the session was very enthusi-

astic and provided strong administrative support for conducting a full

workshop with teachers. We established a date for a possible workshop and

made announcemehts in the three school districts in the area.

The guidelines we developed out of our experience in designing and

testing the workshop are presented next, along with the rationale for each.

1. Recruit participants set expectations.

a. Completely voluntary attendance is important. 'Attendance
should not be tied to any reward system or required
training that might result in participants being present
who would prefer not to be.

A fundamental assumption underlying the design of this work-

shop is that participants are responsible for their own learning.

We think that the learning or meaning to be gained from any

experi nce comes from the learner and must be related to the

other aspects of his or her life. If the participant's purpose

for attending the workshop is not related to the workshop content,

then the learning activities are likely to be seen as not relevant

to the participant's needs and life situation. We would expect

the participant to resent having to be present and to resist using

the workshop as an opportunity to learn about his or her responses

68

to confli-'. Under such conditions it seems unlikely that a

participant will integrate the workshop experience so as to respond

more ..,uccessfully in conflict situations. Some participants have
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attended the SCUPS workshops because they thought they must

in order to qualify for something else they. wanted. Our

experience ha been that such participants resist participating

-,tn the learning activities. Their responses to the integration

questions in the materials are frequently superficial and.

incomplete. In small discussion groups they tend to converse

about topics not releiant to the focus of the training. They

have frequently been disruptive to other partIcipant'l; focus

on the workshop.

b. The workshop was not designed for intaot mups. It is
recommended that the design not be used for groups who have
a history of working together in this manner.

The workshop design provides opportunities for participants

to experiment with alternative we oftc meeting their self-

interest?, when in conflict with oth participants. They are

introduced to models for analyzing conflicts, their own and other's

self-interests, power relationships and R variety of power

strategies for meeting their self-interests. It is our expert-

ence that many of the conflicts in existing groups are unsurfoced

and unresolved and that the power relationships are often very

unequal. Some group members are in conflict with others and

vulnerable to the other's power in relation to many of their

f--
own self-interests such,as their responsibility in the group,

their income and even their jobs. When such vulnerability exists,

we think 'it may be inappropriate or even destructive for group a

members having lesser power to work through conflicts they have

with members having greater power without the'resources of an

expert trainer who can help people protect themselves and deal,

wit7Tfie conflicts constructively.
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With intact groups it has been our experience that lower

power members in interaction with higher power members tend to

-be sore unassertive and accommodating and less willing to try

alternative ways of meeting their self-interests relating to

the conflict issues of the training design.

o. Alai/ a latter to expected participants to ctescribe the

/tioining and set cxpectations for their experience. An
exemplary letter is provided at the end of this intro-
duction. it is important that each proe7ective partici-
pant reoeive this letter. Relianc? on wrd of mouth has
resulted in many attending with inappropriate expectations.

The principle reason for an introductory letter is to let

prospective participants know what the workshop is about and what

to :expect. We have learned that some people hear about a workshop

many sources removed from our original announcements and have a

wide range of appropriate and inappropriate expectations. One

applicant explained that she had attended a number of interesting

classes in the Home Economics Building and thought she would like

to attend another. She had Igo idea what the workshop was about.

In addition to information about training dates and location, we

nk it is important for participants to know the general gc Is

and content of t"e workshop, the format of the training, the kind

of people expected to be present, the somewhat unique role of the

trainer in this workshop and what their roles as participants
a

include. We have also stressed the interdependence of participants

in the training and the resulting need for participants to be

piresent for all sessions. Even after stressing this point a few

participants have been absent from some sessions, leaving some

negotiating teams without an opponent, or single member negotiating
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teams with o possibilit' for pair and trio interaction about

the negotiation process.

Confirm the number of participants. ft has been our
aTerionce that feoer participants actuaZly attend the
works' than were originally expected:

No additional comment is needed for this item.

The following are prevorkahop activities the trainer needs to
attend to.

a. If at all possible, personally inspect the facilities
you win be using to be sure you are satisfied. If
you cannot 'jisit the Site personally, check with the
installer to see t;42t your needs are being met.

. °train and check the necetFary materials and supplies.

a. Prepare the necessary newsprint charts as indicated in
the instructional strategies. It is especially important
that the format for the charts summarising the results of
the negotiations round be prepared in advance, since you

need all the time between rounds to prepare the forms
to be given to participants at the beginning of the next
pvtoui. If you .have the charts ready, it will be a simple
natter to fill in the actual results and figures.

Make arrungements'far handling incoming messagea during
the workshop in a nondisruptive manner, for examr:a,
during breaks and meals.

The facilities and mechanics of a workshop can make a big

difference in the subjective quality of the training experience.

Our workshop sites have ranged from a quiet comfortable retreat

setting to a crowded classroom doubling as in office and cluttered

with stacks of books quid audiovisual equipment, filing cabinets,

hard floors and chairs, traffic noised, too much heat, and frequent

telephone interruptions. On one occasion the workshop supplies,

in:Iuding participant materials, arrived reo days late because- of

an airline strike. On another occasion participants frecilently

left the group to take care of "emergency" problems associatod

with their daily professional roles, causing considerable
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disruption in the flow of activities. We think that poor learning

conditions and disruptions can seriously detract from the work-

shop and we strongly recoLaend that conscientious attention be

given to the facilities, materials and mechanics of the workshop.

,
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Appendix

WORK FOP'S USED 1Y PARTICIPANTS
DURING THE WORKSHOP
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1

DE;;CRIPTION OF MY COLLAGE/DRAWING

NAME CODE

Please write a short paragraph (: to 5 sentences) for each incomplete
sertence stem.

1. My collage/drawing shows...

2. The part of my experience of conflict my picture represents best...

3. What seems to be missing in my picture of conflict...

4. I was surprised by...

5. Right now I would*sum up my fe.alings and ideas about conflict...

When you have finished, tear off the back sheet of this pa ,a and turn it
in to the trainers.
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E-3 11.i
Page 1 of 2 NAME CODE

RESPONSE TO YOTA

You have just participated in an experience where you had a chance to
obser your own responses to a particular conflict situation. Take the
next few minutes to work by yourself, without talking to anyone, to
describe and analyze what you felt and did.

Write a short paragraph, 2 to 5 sentences, for each of the following
questions:

1. What were the most important observations you made about your behavior
and feelings in dealing with conflict in this situation?

2. What were the major conflicts you observed? Which got worked on and
which got ignored?

3. What feelings did you recognize in yourself as you sal these conflicts
being handled by the group?

4. What did you do to work on or avoid working on the conflicts ou/
recognized?



E-3

Page ? of 2 NAME CODE

5. What did you do that you feel most satisfied with?

6. What did you do that you feel least satisfied with?

7. What would you like to try to dc or try to avoid doing another time?

When you have finished, tear off the back sheet of both pages and turn
them in to the trainers. Then, join the other members of your YOTA group.

If you are willing, -read what you have written to the others or say it if
you are more comfortable just talking instead of reading. When you have
finished your say, ask no more ,!-han two others to give you a specific
example of your behavior which expands and adds to the observe Ybu
have made of yours.if.

en every member of your group has had a chance to say how she he saw
erself/himself and has received two examples from other's, take a few
inutes to answer the following question:

N J,Where are you now in your thinking about your own response: to
`''- differc- kinds of conflict situations?



E-4
Page 1 of 1 NAME CODE

RESPONSE TO STYLES QUESTIONNAIRE

Take a moment, to look back at your art work and your responses to the

Yota experience. When you are ready, complete each of the following
sentences with a short paragraph.

Compared co how I responded to the ideas and experience of conflict in

my art work and/or in Yota:

1. My responses on the Styles Questionnaire are staler to...

2. My responses on the Styles Questionnaire a e different froa...

3. The differences seem to be due to...

4. I was surprised by...

5: What seems to trigger the style I'm least satisfied with...

6. What seems to support my using the style I'm most satisfied with...

7. At this point. T. woul: summarize my reactipns to conflict as...

Wnen you have tintshed, tt.ar of;.' the hack leet of page and turn it

in to thv r liners. Turn to vaoer 6 and direi.cions given.



El5

Page 1 of 1

SECOND YOTA ROLE PLAY RESPONSE

I
NAME CODE

Think back through what happened for you during this second round of `Iota.
Then, write a sentence or two in answer to each of the following questioza.

1. What were you trying to do during this role play?

4V

2. What contributed to your success or failure in accomplishing your aim?

3. What did you find ot.t about the three different approaches to conflict
resolution?

4. As you see it now, what distinguishes individual's styles of responding
tc .onflict from an sumach to re2-..-,olving a conflict issue?

When you have finished driting, tear off the back sheet of the page and
-urn it in to the .trainers. Then, join vc, other people from your Yota
role play grour. rry to focus your discussion on examples which illustrate
the differences: (a) among the three approaches to conflict :esr.iuti^n,
and :b) between any of these 1pprca .;es and various individual 'tyles of
respondi-1 in conflict sit;a;Lons.



E-6 CM:21
Page 1 of 1 NAME CODE

WHERk AM I FOW

Of all the day's experiences, I got the most out of...

could have done without...

It was hardest foz me to...

I was surprised

Right now what I've fOunu out about myself and conflict...

when yty..1 have finished, tear off the sheet of thiS page and turn
it in to the trainers.
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E -8

Page 1 of 1 NAME CODE

MY IDEAS ABOUT SELF-INTERESTS

For me, the best tpinq in this paper...

I'm having trouble understanding or accepting the idea that...

4

Take a few minutes to think about why you ca ' and what you really want
to get from this workshop. Write dot i one , two of these self-interests
as specifically and concretely as you can.

When you have finished,
it in to the trainers.
explore and clarify the
to write down. Use the

tear off the ' -:.1(sheet of this page and turn
Then, find a partner and take 15 minutes to
specific self-interests you have each chosen
concepts in Paper 15 t: do this.
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E-9
Page 1 of

WHERE AM I VOW

Of all the days experiences, I got the most out of...

It was hardest for me to...

I was surprised...

y

NAME CODE

What I found out about myself that stands out for me right now...

When you have finished, tear off the back sheet of this page and turn
it in to the trainers.
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Paper E -10_ (I)

Page 1 of 1

ROUND I REVIEW QUESTIONS

Part I

As you begin your review of what happened and what you experienced and
found out in this round, take some time to describe for yourself the
things that stand out in your mind. Use the space below and start with
the first word or phrase that comes to mind. Write quickly without
worrying about grammar, continuity,. or "making sense" to someone else.

k. .

-,,-

Ik
When you stop to rope for Something else to say, start editing or' trying
to get analytica about the experience, turn to the next page and answer
the questions you ind there.

What stands out for me right now:



ROUND I

Part II

Paper E-10 (II)
Page 1 of 3

This section is inrended to providt questiohs which will help you organize
and sort out the e_deriences and begin to. build connections between the
events, your reactions, and the workshop concepts.

First: Describe the decision that was most difficult to reach or that
you failed to reach leaving it at the'status quo or going to arbitration.

ar

Now, what do you think was going on here:

1. a. What did your team want?

What, if anything, were you prepared to give up to get it?

b. What did the other team want?

7

.hat, if anything, were they prepared to give up to get it?
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Paper E-10 (It)
Page 2 of 3

.1-1]
NAME CON.

2. Was there, in your opinion, sr e ideal solution that would give
both sides everything they wand without giving up something
else?

/Yes; What was it and kow would'that have met both team's
'self-interests? Why wasn't it agreed to?
No; What were the key conflicting self-interests or values
that could not both be satisfied fully?

I

4B

3. Did anyone on either team indicate at any time that the difficulty
was due to one or both sides having incomplete information about or
understanding of the situation?

Yes; Who was, or was said to be, missing what? Why did you
believe or disbelieve the argument given?
No; Why do you think no'one suggested this as a "cause" of
the difficulty?

4. a. .What did you do to make them change their position in your favor?
If you feel they didn't change, why do you think this is the case?

b. What did they do to get you'to change your position in their favor?
If you feel that you didn't change, why do you think Chit is the
case?

c. If you believe that neither side had a position that the other had
to try to change to reach agreement, say wh, you feel this vis the
case.
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Paper E -10 (II) [7 I

Paha 3 of 3 NAME CODE

5. How would you now change your ream's initial diagnosis of the
conf:ict on this decision?

6. a. As you see it, when was your team working especially well
together? -Ay?

b. What difficulties,did you have working together? What are you
willing to.do to improve the situation?

4s

7. Look back at whet you wrote in Part I. If there are pieces of the
experience that you haven't used or sorted out in answering the
questions above, say what they are and what you think now was going on.

I

When you have finished, tear off the back sheets of the threerpagts of
Part II and turn them in to the trainers.
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Paper El.. (Li

Page 1 of I

ROUND II REVIEW QUESTIONS

Part I

As you begin your review of whit happened and what you experienced and
found out in this round, take some time to describe for yourself the
things that stand out in your mind. Use the space below and start with
the first wo i or phrase that comes to mind. Write quicIply w!!hout

worrying about grammar, enntinuity,'or "making A:nse" to someone else.

When you stop to grope for something else to say, start editing or
trying to get analytical about the experience, turn thc-next page

and answer the questions you find there.

What stands out for me right now:

1







:raper t ii (II)
Page k of 3 . NAME 03DE-

- ROUND II

Pact II

'Lis section is intended to provide questions which 41119aelp you
organize and tort dut the expfrionces and basin to bqkid conMections
between the 'events, your reactions; and the-workshoti concepts.

firs/: Describee'dicision'when the actual agreament reached satisfied
inportpnt self-interests of your team.

1. a. *What was your team's 'initial' position on the issue uhdeilIing
this decision? If you didnft-hsVa ati posi4iOn pay *7?

00#
bt What was the other team's initial position on this issue/ If

they didn't hays, or you didet,find out their position say
why you think this was so. -

.1

2. a. In agreeing to this decision, what di ybur_

up or-zoipromise on? you didn't, give up
anything, say why this WAS the case.

b.

team have.to gilt;

or compromise on

What welf.rinterosta or values did the other teas have to give
up or compromise on to agree to this decision? If you believe
they compioeised on nothing say why this is the case.

(
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3.

Paper E-11 (.10

Page 2 of 3

How did your team's in tial diagnosis of the situation on the
issue(s) underlying th.i decisiaft helpr(or hinder) you in' .

reaching a satisfactor*.agreemeney?

,' .*

o. As nearly as you ten tell, how the other tames diagrosie
of the situation Wisiler to different frosayours?

1.

dc-

Whit was the kay agreement or actinn-you presented to the other
teas to-precipitate their egressent? 'Why do ybu think they "bought
it." If. you feel ties other tams precipiteted.thiragreement, say
what they did and why you agreed.

5. What if anything, dtd the other team do, or try to
to sew to a aifferent dicision on this issue(s)?

counter that? lf,they,,naver attempted to work for
decision, why -do you think rhat was the, case?

do, to gat You -"--

How did you
differisft.i.

.

As you see it...whendid your teas work especially wi41 together?
Why? ,

b. Whit difficulty did you have working iogetter? What are you
trilling to do to. improve the situation?'
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Paper lt-11- 41)
Page 3 of 3 NAME CODE

c

What 'hapPenet in this round'thot you are not patiified with? Bow
did it tone shout? What can you do next ttme to wind up nor
satisfitbdt

When' you hive finished, tear off the betk sheets of the tbrietilagead
* Pirt /I and turn then in tothe trainers.

1
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Part I

4.

III Dina! QUESTIONS
.

Paper 3-12 (1)
Page 1 of 1

As you begin your review of t happened and what-you experienced and
. found out in this roast, to ',tine to describe to .yourself the
things that stand out ta.youx 'fad: piihtthe.spase Woe end etart.iith";
.thi first word or phrase that comeidtto ninth -WittivenicklY dont
worrying-about grassers continuity, or "asking 'sense" to saw na else.

.
, :. 1 .

.,
. -

When you stop &viral* flseneething false =to say, start editing or -,
trying tp set 4iiilticaX. t the experienceeturn to4be next.page .

and, answer the cidestione you find them , .% .

-
, .

What stands out for setAsht now: -
V

'At

vr

*

4

I

air

V

'4`

,
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PaOhr I-12 JI?): ca:=
Page 1 of

12
NAME CODE

/
First: -- Describe a decisinn where you made cones
both Auantitatihe and non-quantatt4issues to
your range. (If you reached no such agreement.
the deethicn which most ilosely matches.this.cr

a

-

What did 'you do to. leave y

tradeoffs without: going below
didn't do anything like thief say what

roost

0'

sions and trade offs..An
each an agreement within
say why not; and deicribe
terion.),

make consessions and
on each issue? (If you
40 do and why?)

'4

2. 0 you see it what was ipe best thing and what was thi worst thing
that happened.in the. bafgsining,process around this decision.

p

.

3. Describe the forme of power *edit team used to elm agreement on
LIMNS at the piece lest favorable to themselves. If one or
both teals failed to use a form of Power theE you think copld have
made a difference in the agreement say what this wasand why you
think it wasn't used.

1

a'

.

4
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. = t --- Paper £42. -(II)

Page 2 .of 2 NAME)CODE'
(s: 1

d AO

. . .."'..
. . I '

4 lichi did the agiiement4sached writ both your teaw's self-intireati
and the,other teases eelf-interestil What self-inteietts of elch.

i teat, were
Li

not let? Why?..-:
. .

.

4

t*--.

5. As you've* it, vbign did your teamwork*asiecially veil togetheif
Whyl

44.

F

.

What difficulties do you feel you had working togetier. What
acre you wil;ing to do to improve"the situation? *
. ,

,-1*

.

..---

,..--- 6. Whatlbappened in this round thrihrtare aot eatisflea vitg? Ho4,
do you'think it got that vay?. t can you(do next tins so you
,vinglup more satisfied. .

At.

%

N.or, <

a.

When you are finished, tear off she back sheets of the apse riaiers-Jf
Part /I and turn thew into the trainers.

, .
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Paper E.- 13 (I)

Page 1 of 1,

ROUND LV REVIEW QUESVONS

Parts
,

you begin yitur review of what happened and what you experienced and
found out in` this nand, tale tome tfme to deicribe for yourself the
things that itand out in your wind. Us. the space below and start with
the first word or phrase that comer 63 mind. Write quickly without

'worrying about grammkr,-eomtlimity, or "making sens': to someone else.

When you stop to grope for something else to say, start editing or
trying co'get analytical about the experiencek turn to-the next
an4 answer the questions yod find there.

What steads Mu for 'se now:

a

git
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..e
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ROUND IV

Part II

Pgper E43 (IL)
- Page 1.of

1. Go haft and retread' what you just wrote %index Part .1 and use that
statement to choose the trim when you wera most disiatiefied.with
what you did or what was 401111 on in. the 'negotiations. Sow
describe below what you did and whom hativened that you were
dissatisfied with. Mak. as complita'a statement as you can,

,

4""

.

4

r

In what way is this experience sitnilar to your
'rounds? To ?Cr daily lift? ,

.4

C

r

1

riance in other
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Paper E- WTI)
Page 2 of 3 NA CODE

5. 4eilisti:ally, what are you willing to do next time you find
yourself in a similar situation so that, you would feel satisfied?

.

a

rr

k

6 What did you learn or gain from this experience that makes your
dissatisfaction worth the price? if yolk didn't learn or gain
anything say why you Waimea this to be the case

di

When you are finished, tear off t.'.10 back sheets of tbe 3 pages of Part II
and turn them in to the trainers.-
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Paper E-6 MY I

Page 3 of 4 NAM CODE

Nov,3 what did you do'ormhat vas saki on in that particular
situation chat you. can feel beat about?

.30

4

4. Mut would you have to hay,: done or what would a to have
'happened in order ffn you to fdel cotpletely w stied with this
experieppe

4
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E-14, Part II

Page 1 of 2

4..4.

$

, .

Feedback to the 'ham 4 *
...'

We Were Negotiating With in NOG
,e . 'A

Some of these questious may riot imam to fit what hippined in your
negotiations. If so, briefly note why and go on.

Thinking back through all four ,rounds of negotiating with yoqg

An example of a time when I thought your team presented your..self-
Interests cleirly and assertively wee...

An example of -a time when I thought_nur team didn't seam clear about
your self-interests or values was... .

ti

I thought you were able to use

change our position when...

f

(a type or:form)
power to force us to

I thought you didn't use the power available to.you when.

I thought your team was ;Line nett,otiations,ttrategy particularly well

I thought you were using a win-lose strategy when...
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r ocmpt you ',ere using a

Part II

Page 2 of 2

ive srrategy vhen..

F(A.K.E CODE

A tie* when I thought you' were oble-to keep. us from finding out your
intmum 06tition was

.1

I think we got sore Chen veiPere prepared to get whey's

ihouihtour gotiatiansi4roke dcvn when
-.

because...

Your teals seemed to me to to fragmented and vorklng at cross purposes wh

Whitt I most appreciated about your team's stA.,-..ce and strategies vas..

J

Whit( I found most frustrating or disconcerting in negotiating with your
teas s

When you ha,* finished, tear off the back of these two pages (Part II).
ttitn them into the trainers. Hold onto the originals for later. .hen.
when your tease is ready, give your individual feenoacs sheets (Part I)
to the members of your opponent teem, Get from them their individusi
feealbadt to you personally. Tui-n to Paper E-I5 is your materials sled
complete it.
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Paper E-17

Page 1 of 2

1

Woryhop Concepts

=0
NAME CODE

sane:dering,experiWes and wt -t -oe have found out,from the
..alvsis you completed, you now say about the
following: (short potlIgraph, 2-5 sentences, Tor eitth item)

1. The most important thing I found out aboMr.the Negotiative Probleti
Solving Process pes-qtqd it, this workshop...

/
A.

As I see it now. compared to'a win-lose stii,..gyo a negotiative
approach...

e

I

3. Compared to a collotbott:ive strategy% a negotiative approach...

4. For 4*, the important thing in diagnosing a conflict situation..

I fo,nd out that power...

6. I found out that. for me, bargaining...

S
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44.

7. I found thiit I treat my own self-interests.. .

Paper E-17

Page 2 of 2 NAME CODE
111111111111111

!:

8. I found-that when I'm clear and assertive in working on my own

or my group's self-Interest...

9. fouua tat taking the other person's of grOupli self-interests

serious

10. Describe the most important ideas or Oncept,in this workshop for

IOU and say what it mains to you.

ti

p

I

*4,

11.

When you have finished, tear off the back sheets of these two pages and

turn thew into the trainers.
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FINAL QUESTIONNAIRi

What was the worst thing that happened for you during this workshop?

J

2. What was, the best thing that happened for you?

think for a moment, lbout the theory
used in this workshop., As yoy used
t;Its; tizejorAyoul

.
3. I was pble to use the

materials:tolOcus on
issuds and concerns
that ire really
important to as

4. ,I found thsmaterinls..
hprii .for me to under-

stood, confUsing, full
of'jargon

I found the-workshop
challenging and
interesting

6. I found ...thereAman't

much here that I
could or would use in
my daily life

7. I felt myself.'

wanting-to move
faster most of
the time

papers practice exiticeisel and work forms -

and experienced th , which of the following

111111111112111111

5111111111111111

I wis able
to use the
workshop time
efficiently

I !I

I was not able to use
.

the materials becaus'e

they lissed the issues
Alkat iWistiortait to as

.

'I found the materials
Clear and easy for me
to understand

.f

I found. the workshop.'
boring and uninterestini`lift:

4

I found out a lot of
things that I can or
will use in my own-
daily life end work-

I felt harrassed and rushed
nos; of the time

/.
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'felt ti,e

!woo was

too strtcriured

for my learning
nkif

.oI

felt.tbe workshop was
too unst ructured for my
learning needs

A
I felt the structure

the workshop helped
me learn

4

9., Considering all the things that could be-done and need to be dope in
improving the educationol"system, would you, say this worissfop:

is essential-for people who arerifiti-t-o improve;education and
themsflves as educators .

_ is desirable -but not essential for educitional personntel
. 9tr

is undesirable because
a

e .

.

Suppose this workshop were to be offered in a college or graduate prdfessional
program In education. Considering your own experience: .

.
4-

10. How
ir
would you rate this workshop compared to other professional

educational courses "you have taken? 4 '.! *
.

Comparable to the . ,

best I have ever
taken

Comparable to the worst
spume ever taken

Ire
11. How does Olim4trUshop compare to other'coalege and graci4ate courses

(;aan-educational) you have alter taken?

Comparable to the
best I have ever
taken

Comparable to the Worst
l'have ever taken

12. Nov Ghat the workshopitouese is over, how would, you sum up the

experielce?

Not very worthwhile

for tse

What Would you say accounts for your rariner

)1

'Extremely worlhwhili
for me
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